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Chapter 1 

The Tilley-Blandin Family Leaves Westbeth 

 

June 16, 2022 -- Hopper lay fully clothed in his childhood bed and imagined what it would be 

like to hit the perfect 6-iron on the 16th hole at Augusta National Golf Course. He did not play 

golf; rather, he thought about golf when he was procrastinating. It eased his guilt. He was about 

to walk out the door to his parents’ apartment for the last time. He was enveloped by the 

disjointed sounds of scheduled, precise evacuation. Five men of his approximate age and 

younger wearing matching company t-shirts moved furniture and boxes of family possessions 

and heirlooms out of the apartment. Hopper was overseeing the last act of the acrimonious 

termination of their decades-long lease in Westbeth, the artists’ colony located in the 

Meatpacking District of Manhattan. 

At that moment, he was feeling mostly…annoyance. Once again — in his mind — his 

mother and his younger sisters Olympia and Silver had foisted upon him an act of fealty to the 

Tilley-Blandin family, whose ties were fraying following his parents’ sudden divorce and his 

father’s subsequent, freakish death. 

He could also admit to himself that it was gratifying to be deemed the responsible, 

sensible, competent member of the family. It meant that, while he could be marginalized, he 

could not be ignored. However, his mother and sisters were becoming overly reliant on him. 

They were using the old Scarlett O’Hara tactic: “Oh, Hopper, couldn’t you just fly in from 

https://westbeth.org/
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Chicago and take care of the details? You are so good at this sort of thing and I’m just a silly 

girl.” 

His mother was monumentally successful, and she was pulling her daughters along in 

her wake. 

Even his Harvard-educated doctor ex-wife Ingrid regularly imposed upon him. “Hopper, 

you wouldn’t mind watering my plants while I’m at that pediatricians symposium in Boston?” 

she would ask, then kick in, “And could you review my financials while you’re at it? They’re on 

the kitchen counter.” It struck Hopper as needlessly confrontational to decline such requests 

from the mother of his children. 

Hopper would not admit it out loud, but he preferred the company of women and did 

not trust most men. He joked with strangers that he did not have any friends. It was his way to 

explain his preference for evenings spent alone with printed words, even after the pandemic 

restrictions had initially been lifted. 

The complex relationship between Hopper’s parents and Westbeth management had 

come to a head during the height of the pandemic lock-down following an incident in their 

apartment that became known within the community as “the Charlize Theron Scandal.” It did 

not help matters that Hopper’s parents had fled Westbeth for the Poconos when the novel 

coronavirus began to spread outside of Washington State. For the past year, no one actually 

resided in the apartment and Hopper’s mother was now visibly living in Los Angeles with no 

immediate plans to return to the East Coast. 

Hopper watched as the movers eyed the last piece of furniture, the bed on which he lay. 

While they waited for him to remove himself, the movers discussed Ted Nugent, who had just 

https://thirdednovak.com/2020/12/11/eight-maids-a-milking/
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been hospitalized after contracting COVID-19 for the third time. “Dumbfuck,” one of the 

movers remarked. Hopper rose and removed himself as an obstacle. Everything was going into 

a nearby Manhattan Mini Storage unit, presumably to be picked over by Silver and Olympia at 

an indeterminate future date. 

“Goodbye to all that,” Hopper said to himself as he followed the movers, walked out of 

the apartment, and locked the door behind him. 

“Oh, Hopper, you didn’t have to lock the door,” he heard a disembodied voice intone 

from down the hallway. He turned around to find a man roughly his age named Haines. Hopper 

never knew his first name; everyone just called him Haines. Haines been sent to retrieve the 

apartment’s keys. Haines was omnipresent at Westbeth. He may have been an employee or 

related to an employee. When they were teenagers, Haines used to write pornographic love 

letters to Olympia until their father issued a threat of sorts. Hopper wordlessly dropped six sets 

of keys into Haines’ hand and summoned a sardonic grin without making eye contact or 

breaking stride. 

Hopper emerged from the building into the shadows of Bethune Street and walked 

towards the intersection with Washington Street and the late morning sun. He was scheduled 

to have lunch with his editor Lola in Gramercy Park. If he chose the right pedestrian route, he 

would make it to the restaurant on time. Hopper missed walking through Manhattan. All things 

considered, the streets and buildings had nurtured him in his youth, and 16 years after he had 

left New York for college, he could still anticipate discovery on each block. Walking through his 

adopted Hyde Park neighborhood proved less exhilarating and too predictable. 

https://thirdednovak.com/2020/11/24/12-days-lillie-blanton-christmas-one/
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During the pandemic, Lola and Hopper had exchanged several unsatisfying emails on the 

subject of his third book. 

“Maybe it’s just me,” Lola admitted. “I miss the performance of lunch in a good 

restaurant and it’s put me in an unreceptive mood.” 

He had not seen Lola for more than three years. Once pandemic restrictions in New York 

were loosened and Lola could again perform lunch, he told Hopper that he would stop 

pestering him. “Everyone’s in a forgiving mood,” he wrote. “Only two of my authors died from 

COVID. Right now, no one wants to fuck with writer’s karma.” 

Hopper’s first book, a sociological and anthropological cross study of children raised by 

artistic parents, had been a critical and commercial success. Reese Witherspoon had planned 

to…well, he tried not to think too much about Reese because the whole movie project had 

been exiled into in turnaround. Lola had urged him to rush a second, serviceable book to 

market just to keep his name in front of the publishing gatekeepers and burnish his academic 

bona fides. He obliged with a deep but narrow subject for the second book, which even he 

sometimes had trouble remembering. The reviews had sometimes been kind, but mostly dull. 

The sales, as expected, were modest. “The marketplace,” Lola emailed him after the book had 

been remaindered, “is waiting for your third book,” which Lola predicted, “would be a 

blockbuster.” 

Three weeks before arriving back in New York, Hopper had experienced his Eureka 

moment regarding this much-anticipated third book. He emailed Lola. 

“I have to discuss it with you in person,” he wrote. “I hate talking on the phone.” 

Over lunch, Hopper would reveal all to Lola. 
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Chapter 2 

Hopper Hides from His Mistakes Behind a Pug 

 

June 16, 2022 -- A full month before the national emergency was declared in early 2020 over 

the spread of a novel coronavirus, Hopper’s parents had decamped from Manhattan to their 

vacation-home-cum-pandemic-retreat, resting on 10 acres in the Poconos near the Delaware 

Water Gap. Two days after President Voldemort declared the emergency Hopper had packed 

for a long trip and drove his hybrid Rav4 from Chicago to join his family at what Olympia and 

Silver had nicknamed the Tilley-Blandin Fortress. Hopper was met not only by his parents, 

Olympia and her boyfriend Huey, but also, much to his delight, his two sons, Alexis and Max, 

and much to his shock and growing trepidation, his ex-wife Ingrid. 

“You have to admit there are advantages to having a doctor in the house during a 

pandemic,” his mother had said by way of explaining Ingrid’s presence. “Too bad Silver decided 

to stay by herself in Washington DC. It’s not safe for a single, attractive woman these days.” 

“Silver can handle herself,” Hopper had responded reflexively. It was a phrase he 

believed, and he had uttered in his mother’s presence hundreds of times since Silver’s 

13th birthday. She had set his mind racing, coming to grips with all the disasters that could be 

visited upon him by Ingrid’s sudden reintroduction into his family. 

Hopper’s mother had immediately dubbed their assembled family “the Almighty Eight.” 

***** 

The coronavirus that plagued the country had not been eradicated, allowing it to further 

mutate. In the last month alone, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) 
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identified two new strains of the coronavirus transmitted from Afghanistan and Iraq. Nearly 

25,000 mostly unvaccinated Americans continued to be infected each week. 

The National Institutes of Health estimated that 65 percent of adult Americans and 55 

percent of children had received a full dose of vaccine and subsequent booster shots, not 

meeting the epidemiological threshold for herd immunity that would starve the virus of new 

hosts. The death rate hovered between 1,500-2,000 each week, which felt luxurious compared 

to much of the rest of the world. The televised and streaming industrial-political-media class 

had declared the virus “contained” in the United States and concluded that it was a normal and 

acceptable public health goal that the virus be managed rather than eradicated. 

As more Americans were vaccinated, Hopper remained among a distinct minority of 

Americans – estimated by a Pew Research Center survey as 10 percent — who continued to 

wear any kind of face covering in public, even though the CDC had revised its guidance and now 

recommended that everyone return to wearing masks outdoors in places where they would 

come into contact with others. 

“Though this state of affairs is suboptimal,” Dr. Anthony Fauci proclaimed on the Rachel 

Maddow Show, “unless more people are vaccinated, it appears that COVID-19 will be residing 

among us for the foreseeable future.” 

Hopper and everyone he personally knew had diligently been vaccinated and received 

the booster shots Dr. Fauci recommended. In his mind, it was what normal people did. 

***** 

Hopper felt safe walking around in public with a face covering. He liked the anonymity 

he assumed by covering half of his face. He felt immune from being accosted by the harbingers 
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of past mistakes who could not recognize him behind his mask. He routinely wore sunglasses 

and a Kansas City Royals baseball cap (he had never visited Kansas City) along with a collection 

of face coverings featuring a pug. He famously did not like pugs. Years earlier, while being 

interviewed by Ellen DeGeneres on her eponymous television show about his first book, she 

asked whether he was a dog person or a cat person. In a rambling response to this unexpected 

question, he stumbled upon these two sentences: “I cannot stand pugs. They give me the 

creeps.” He thought he was being funny; however, a chorus of boos from the audience, egged 

on by Ellen, rained down on him. In the days following the show’s broadcast, the internet had 

been unforgiving. 

As he approached Hudson Street, a passing shadowy figure waved at him and Hopper 

returned the gesture. Half a block later, he remembered that the man’s name was Stephen. 

Stephen was a poet who had received a MacArthur Foundation genius grant for his work and 

often attended parties at the Tilley-Blandin apartment in Westbeth. Hopper recalled that his 

mother told him that Stephen had gone to work for Google after the grant money had run out, 

but that he still wrote and attended poetry slams. Hopper then remembered hearing that 

Stephen was dead, stabbed to death on a subway platform on the Upper West Side. The 

attacker was never found. Hopper stopped. Was Stephen alive or was that a doppelganger for a 

dead poet? he wondered. 

Hopper’s reverie was interrupted when his phone buzzed with a text message from 

Olympia. Olympia had joined their mother in Los Angeles, living together in what they dubbed 

the Tilley-Blandin Compound, even though, as Hopper pointed out, they were merely renting a 
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three-bedroom, two-bathroom, single-family dwelling on a third of an acre that did not have a 

pool. 

Olympia’s text announced that their “Mother has stopped coloring her hair. It’s now just 

a mess of gray streaks. I like it in a Paulina Porizkova kind of way.” 

“By letting herself go gray,” Hopper responded, “our mother has taken an important 

step towards understanding that we all die.” 

“Maybe,” Olympia texted back, “but Charlize Theron is going gray, too. Off screen. Just 

saying.” 

Hopper hated when his sisters brought up the subject of Charlize Theron. It still felt raw. 

“Thank you for everything,” he wrote. “Call me tomorrow after your movie party.” 

Hopper decided to cross Hudson Street and stop by the park in Abingdon Square to 

watch the Village Madonnas and assorted nannies playing with the children under their care. 

His mother used to bring Hopper and his sisters to this park along with a portable typewriter. 

His mother was a relentless machine; her friends called her “the Shark” because she never 

relaxed, never stopped hunting. He could not remember any point in his childhood when she 

was not focused on writing her next best-selling novel or some project or, as she confessed, 

“anything to keep me distracted from the dread that I will bore myself to death.” When he was 

a boy, Hopper did not know these things about his mother. All he remembered was playing 

with his sisters in the park while his mother sat on a nearby bench and tapped away on a 

typewriter in her lap. Even then, he was in charge of his sisters. That was his normal childhood. 

Hopper missed his own children. When they stayed with him, it felt like all the outside 

pressures disappeared. He could be in the moment because they needed him to be in the 

https://www.instagram.com/paulinaporizkov/?hl=en
https://www.nycgovparks.org/parks/abingdon-square
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moment. “They could die if you allow yourself to be distracted,” Ingrid said the first time she 

brought Max and Alexis to his apartment for a weekend with their father. “I could easily spend 

five to 10 minutes just listing for you all the ways our sons could die from your inattention.” His 

parents, Olympia, Silver, Ingrid, his editor Lola, his students, his department chair, his dean, the 

president of the University of Chicago…everyone who could want something from him melted 

away in the presence of his children. Though he did not have a proclivity for dogs or cats, he 

loved children. 

Hopper arrived at the park and started counting the women standing and sitting 

attentively while children played no more than five strides away. Ten adults, he concluded, and 

15 children. None of them were wearing masks. Hopper recognized four of the women; they 

had attended Stuyvesant High School with him. Dilly, Katey, Boody, and Maggy. 

Years earlier, when he was home for Christmas while at college, Hopper had drunkenly 

made out with Katey in the hallway outside one of his parents’ parties. The next morning, while 

still hung over, he called Katey to apologize for any boorish or lecherous behavior he may have 

exhibited. “Oh, Hopper,” she replied. “You were a perfect gentleman. All lips, a little bit of 

tongue, no hands. Nothing even my strict, Korean parents would find objectionable. I can’t 

imagine you ever getting a girl to do something she didn’t want.” Hopper remembered being 

both relieved and insulted. On the wings of her parents’ discipline and standards, Katey had 

gone to Harvard (a different class than Ingrid) and now was a sociologist teaching 

undergraduates at NYU. She and Hopper sometimes crossed paths at academic conferences. 

Katey’s first book was scheduled to be published and she had asked Hopper to give her a blurb. 

https://stuy.enschool.org/
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He had not yet read the book, and seeing Katey in the park reminded him that the deadline for 

the blurb was in three days. 

As he was leaving the park, his phone began to play “Hey Ya!” by OutKast. He had 

programmed his ringtone for Silver with her favorite song from middle school. He hated when 

his sisters called him without warning. He and his sisters got along mostly because they 

adhered to his communications protocol: text Hopper first and then schedule the call. 

“Where are you, Hopper?” she asked, as if she didn’t already know. She was checking on 

him. 

“You know, Silver. Cleaning up our family mess in Westbeth,” he answered. “Say, do you 

remember that poet Stephen who used to come to our parties?” 

A pause, then a noncommittal, “Vaguely?” 

“Did you hear that he died?” Hopper asked. 

“Did he?” 

“I don’t know.” 

“Me neither,” Silver responded. 

“Anyway, I’m heading to lunch with Lola.” 

“Are you springing your new idea on him?” 

“Yes.” 

Hopper had only told Silver that he had an idea for his third book. He had struggled for 

months over the book. No one except Hopper knew the details of the idea. 

“Is that all you’re going to tell me?” she asked. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PWgvGjAhvIw
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“Yes. I will text you later. I am nervous about this book and you know I hate talking on 

the phone.” 

“Well, then, big brother, goodbye. Say hi to Stephen the poet for me if you run into 

him.” 

Hopper also hated being called “big brother.” 
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Chapter 3 

The Stabbing of Hopper 

 

June 16, 2022 -- Hopper stopped at the corner of West 12th Street and Seventh Avenue, across 

from the site of the old St. Vincent’s Hospital. All three of the Tilley-Blandin children were born 

at St. Vincent’s at a time when the hospital was recognized as Ground Zero in New York City’s 

AIDS crisis. Hopper and his sisters had each sustained at least one injury requiring a trek to St. 

Vincent’s emergency room. The storied hospital failed years later in the hands of the Catholics 

and closed, only to be replaced by another healthcare system and rebranded in the most 

anodyne fashion.   

Hopper did not consider himself nostalgic, he did not dwell on failure, and he did not 

resent progress, but he respected karma. Karma demanded that he pause on his walk and 

commemorate this sacred place of birth, healing, and dying. 

He spotted a familiar large Black man walking across Seventh Avenue. Nearly 20 years 

after first meeting him, Hopper could still pick out Dr. Dixon in a crowd of pedestrians. He stood 

six-and-a-half feet tall and must have weighed at least 300 pounds. Dr. Dixon was the 

emergency room doctor at St. Vincent’s who treated Hopper when he was 16 years old. Hopper 

had been stabbed by Silver. 

What Hopper remembered from the attack was that he and Silver were alone in their 

apartment. Hopper was making pasta and salad for their dinner. Most evenings Hopper and 

Silver ate dinner by themselves while their parents were out doing whatever famous people in 

New York did to promote themselves and their work to the industrial-cultural-media complex. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saint_Vincent%27s_Catholic_Medical_Centers
https://www.northwell.edu/lenox-health-greenwich-village
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Olympia was out honing the craft of coming into her own, being fabulous around cameras, and, 

at the age of 14, letting men buy her expensive dinners. Silver walked into the kitchen; Hopper 

could tell that she was seething. “Olympia wants to paint our bedroom teal, but I want to paint 

it cornflower blue,” she said. 

“Why don’t you let Olympia win for once?” Hopper asked. “Cornflower is kind of a color 

for nurseries, anyway.” He turned away from Silver to wash the blueberries that would attend 

the arugula and walnuts in the salad. He had already made a vinaigrette he learned from a Julia 

Child cookbook that complemented both the bitterness of the greens and the sweetness of the 

berries. 

“Never, tyrant!” Silver shouted as she thrust the blade of a paring knife into his back, 

just below the right scapula. 

Hopper turned around, the knife still stuck in his back, and shouted, “Jesus, Silver! You 

could have just played rock, paper, scissors for it.” 

Silver shrugged her shoulders. 

“I don’t know what to expect from a…12-year-old,” he spat out, then added, “girl.” 

Forty-five minutes later, after he had taken himself by cab to St. Vincent’s on a slow 

night, Dr. Dixon told him that he would be fine and could be discharged as soon as he finished 

stitching the wound and his parents arrived to sign the release forms. Apparently, there had 

been a question of whether Hopper wanted to file criminal charges against Silver for assault 

and attempted murder. Two hours later his father, possibly drunk, walked into the emergency 

room and asked Hopper, “What’s this ruckus that Silver told me you got yourself involved in?” 
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Hopper declined to press charges against his sister, but as a form of punishment for her 

role in “the Stabbing of Hopper,” as it became known in family lore, Olympia was allowed to 

paint the room teal, marking perhaps the only defeat within the confines of the family Silver 

had ever suffered. Every year on the anniversary of the stabbing, Olympia sent a note card to 

Hopper with this message: “Never send a 12-year-old on a mission designed for a 14-year-old.” 

Silver never apologized for stabbing her brother. 

Dr. Dixon stopped to talk to man, who Hopper recognized the man as Stephen, who he 

had passed on the street only minutes earlier. Hopper searched his memory for the last time he 

had talked to Stephen. It had been at the emergency room the night that Silver had stabbed 

him, when he was waiting for one of his parents to arrive and advise him on sending his sister 

to prison. Stephen was in the ER getting treated for possible rabies after being scratched by a 

feral cat he tried to pet while waiting outside a laundromat for his clothes to dry inside. 

As with most of their conversations, they had talked not about art or poetry, but about 

living in Westbeth. Stephen was on the waiting list for Westbeth. He seemed obsessed with 

finding an apartment in the complex with Hopper’s parents. Though he often attended their 

parties, Stephen was openly resentful of Hopper’s parents, who had not only found their 

audiences and become critics’ darlings but were also financially successful. 

“They don’t need the subsidy anymore and should not be allowed to live there,” 

Stephen said to Hopper. “It’s not fair.” 

The next day, when Hopper asked his mother how much money she made, she told him, 

“We are artist rich, but not real estate rich. We still drive to New Jersey to shop at Costco.” 

Years later, he asked the question again after she began to write screenplays and came into 
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demand as a script doctor for TV and the movies. She replied, “We are writer rich, but not 

producer rich. We still fly commercial.” 

Dr. Dixon and Stephen embraced, shook hands, and parted ways. Hopper wondered if 

Stephen would get a shot at his parents’ newly vacant apartment. 

Hopper had not been surprised when his parents announced during the worst of the 

pandemic that they were getting divorced, but he was surprised when his mother moved to Los 

Angeles with Olympia and sold the Tilley-Blandin Fortress in the Poconos to Matt Damon before 

she filed for the divorce. She had purchased the property in an estate sale back when her 

husband was still an unknown painter, and the title was in her name only. She would be 

handing his father a large sum of cash rather than a percentage of non-fungible property. She 

replied, “I am much wealthier than your father and Lord knows if he will remain popular after 

he’s untethered from me. Call it my last act of love in our marriage.” 

After Hopper’s mother announced her intention to divorce, his father lived alone in the 

Westbeth apartment but spent most of his time at his studio in Tribeca. During the worst of the 

pandemic, wealthy patrons had been commissioning him to paint portraits of them eating 

cereal with the actor Ryan Reynolds undisclosed, seven-figure sums. Shortly after his return to 

the city, he changed direction and started painting portraits of wealthy people partaking in 

the Dolly Parton Challenge for $2 million. He had commissions lined up from several hedge fund 

managers, Dolly Parton herself, Ryan Secrest, and Reese Witherspoon. 

Hopper’s father died in his studio while experimenting (inspired, according to his 

assistant Gerty, by “that Little Nas X stunt”) by painting with his own blood. In what was 

officially ruled an accident (“just him being stupid,” according to Hopper’s mother), he slit his 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dolly_Parton_challenge
https://www.cnn.com/style/article/lil-nas-x-mschf-satan-nike-shoes/index.html
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left wrist to increase blood flow and lost track of time. He fell unconscious and bled to death on 

the floor of his studio. The autopsy indicated that his blood-alcohol level was three times the 

New York State legal limit for driving. 

He was found hours later by Gerty, who was a middle-school classmate of Silver’s, and 

who had been sleeping with their father. 

Hopper’s mother directed the obituary writer at the New York Times to call Hopper. 

“She told me that you are a dutiful son,” the writer said. They wanted Hopper to confirm details 

of his father’s life and, “possibly to add some color.” Hopper managed to insert an easter egg 

into the official, permanent record of his father’s life: that he listened to Hawaiian music while 

he painted, even though he had never visited Hawaii or, to Hopper’s knowledge, ever listened 

to Hawaiian music. Anyone who read the obituary and recognized the lie would appreciate the 

dark humor. Silver and Olympia had congratulated him on pounding that nail into their father’s 

coffin. At the funeral, his mother had simply shaken her head, though he detected the faintest 

outline of a smile underneath her lace veil. She had made the burial arrangements. 

When Hopper’s father died, his estate was worth $40.5 million. About A quarter of that 

total came from sale of the Tilley-Blandin Fortress. Hopper found himself $500,000 richer. 

Olympia received $2 million. Silver received $5 million. As executor of the estate, Hopper was 

responsible for the disbursement of the rest. His father’s name would be carved in stone three 

times and placed on brass plaques seven times. He had no inventory of finished paintings. All 

his father’s work was in the hands of private collectors. 
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Chapter 4 

It's a Mixed Up, Muddled Up, Shook Up World (Except for Lola) 

 

July 16, 2022 -- Hopper walked up to the old brownstone church on the corner of Sixth Avenue 

and 20th Street. It had always been there. A banner draped over the porch announced that the 

church would be re-opening as a WeWork space next month. A poster displayed on the door 

read: “Get out of your house while you work from home!” Hopper recalled reading an article 

in The Economist last month about “the post-post-pandemic workstyle.” Employees in large 

cities were electing the WFH option; their employers were thrilled because of decreased 

overhead expenses. The commercial real estate market was converting office buildings to other 

uses, primarily as condominiums, but also cannabis farms and studios for people who wanted 

to up their TikTok game. 

Even Hopper had changed pedagogical approaches with his students at the University of 

Chicago. He taught classes online but tutored vaccinated students (an enrollment requirement 

for his courses) in groups of two or three in his apartment. He rarely visited campus. His peers 

referred to him as Hopper the Friendly Ghost. When visiting his department’s offices, he strove 

to be courteous, helpful when circumstances called for it, and charming when it was to his 

advantage. He believed there was an element of jealousy circulating among his colleagues. 

Hopper had been granted tenure at the tender age of 32 because of offers from Stanford and 

Columbia that followed the publication of his first book. That, and there was also the movie 

deal and the multi-book contract. 

On the other hand, Hopper’s students wanted to grow up and be like him. 
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In their childhood Olympia had always called the church on Sixth Avenue by its original 

name, the Church of the Holy Communion. Olympia’s star burned brightly in those years. Sarah 

Jessica Parker had described Olympia as the “Chloe Sevigny of her generation.” She and her 

college boyfriend, Chasen Whitney, were described in Page Six as “a postmodern version of Jay 

Gatsby and Daisy Buchanan.” In those days, Olympia thrived when she was surrounded by 

people, while Hopper always thrived when he was surrounded by words. 

The only thing about Olympia that Hopper could understand or admire was what she 

called her “hobby” — identifying landmarks with compelling histories, learning about the 

intentions of the builders, and charting how the forces that shaped Manhattan ultimately 

changed the landmark. This hobby worked for her like a good parlor trick. Everyone was 

mesmerized by the stories Olympia told about Gotham City. 

Back when she was still in college at Barnard, Olympia told him about the church, which 

was designed by Richard Upjohn in the Gothic Revival style and completed in 1852. “It was 

declared a landmark by the city in 1966 and has stood unmolested by developers,” she 

explained. “It was built in the 19th century as a Protestant country church, and in the 

21st century it still looks like a Protestant country church.” 

For more than a century, the church was known by its original name, but since the 

seventies, denizens of the neighborhood have known the church as the Lindisfarne Association, 

Odyssey House, the notorious nightclub Limelight, the even more notorious nightclub Avalon, 

the Limelight Marketplace, and now, WeWork. Through all the name changes, Olympia still 

referred to the building as the Church of the Holy Communion or, sometimes, simply CHC. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lindisfarne_Association
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Limelight
https://ny.curbed.com/2016/11/30/13769350/limelight-building-chelsea-nyc-history
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The only time Olympia succeeded in dragging Hopper inside CHC was during its Avalon 

phase. “A spectacular murder supposedly occurred here in the nineties,” she told him 

breathlessly. “A prig like you should possess at least a morbid curiosity about how a holy place 

of worship could transform into a such a profane place of sin.” 

“I do,” he admitted. 

“A friend of mine recorded an audio tour of the church,” she said. “You play a cassette 

tape, and you can follow along to learn about which popstars were discovered in which 

bathroom in the eighties, who fucked who in which bathroom in the nineties, and which drug 

dealer was arrested in which bathroom in this decade.” 

“Fascinating,” he deadpanned. 

“Big brother, the neighborhood is changing, and the church is dying,” she implored. “If 

you visit now with me, it will be like visiting the last days of Rome. Our city will never again sink 

to this level of degeneracy.” 

***** 

Out of professional curiosity, Hopper scanned the WeWork QR code on the poster. He 

removed his mask featuring a pug so that he could wipe dry his nose and mouth. While sifting 

through the marketing language searching for a paradigm shift, he heard a man passing by call 

out his name. 

“Hopper, right?” Hopper looked up from his phone to see the most beautiful man he 

had ever seen. His blue eyes pierced like laser beams. It was Chasen Whitney. 

“Chasen, good to see you,” Hopper responded as he felt himself falling back into 

automatic social habits. “It’s been years.” 
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Translation: You asshole. I should fuck you up right now. 

“It has been years,” he said. “By the way, most people call me ‘Blazes’ now.” 

“Blazes. Why would they call you that?” Hopper asked. “Chasen is a perfectly 

serviceable name.” 

Translation: What a stupid nickname. 

“Dabber and I were asleep at my parents’ home in Southampton,” he began to explain. 

Dabber was the woman he married after dumping Olympia. “We were the only ones in the 

house when it caught fire. Old wiring. I woke up. Dabber was already overcome by smoke. I 

carried her downstairs and out of the house. The local newspaper reported that ‘the house 

went up in blazes, but not before a husband saved his wife.’ And so, everyone started calling 

me ‘Blazes’ afterwards.” 

“That’s an amazing story,” Hopper deadpanned. “How is Dabber?” 

Translation: My sister was too good for you. I feel sorry for Dabber. 

“Christ, we’re divorced. Didn’t you hear?” Chasen/Blazes responded. “I’ve been seeing 

Dilly. You remember Dilly, right?” 

Hopper was confused. “Dilly from Stuyvesant?” 

Translation: Good for Dabber. What is Dilly doing with a loser like you? 

“That’s right.” 

“I think that I just saw her with her son in Abingdon Square.” 

Translation: Are you tapping a married woman? 
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“No,” Chasen/Blazes answered. “Every Thursday morning, she meets with her gang. You 

know: Maggy, Boody, Katey, and their kids. You know them, right? Dilly married Simon after 

Oberlin. You remember Simon?” 

“Yes. Dalton, right?” 

Translation: I am living in a Whit Stillman nightmare. 

“Yes, then he went to Brown. Dilly divorced him three years ago. No kids,” 

Chasen/Blazes said. “How’s Olympia? Is she still dating that Black guy from Georgetown?” 

“Huey? No, she’s not dating him,” Hopper responded. “She dumped him. Last year he 

was murdered in Indiana, so there’s no chance of them getting back together.” 

Translation: Racist fuck. 

“Oh, yeah, I think maybe I heard something about that,” Chasen/Blazes said. “Honestly, I 

never should have broken up with your sister.” 

“Wow,” Hopper said. “Anyway, I’m meeting my editor for lunch. I’ll see you around.” 

Translation: I have an editor. You probably have only an accountant. Who wins in that 

comparison? Also, you are not getting within a mile of my sister. 

***** 

Hopper harbored a deep secret from that night he visited the church with Olympia. He 

tiptoed into The Avalon even though Olympia’s right hand had a stranglehold on his left hand. 

For him, it was the summer between his leaving college and entering graduate school. Olympia 

had just finished her second year at Barnard. She had just started dating Chasen. 

Hopper had been to a few nightclubs and found them boorish. The Avalon was like the 

rest: a nightclub with loud music, light shows, and young people either wearing very little 

https://www.whitstillman.org/
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clothing or on their way to wearing very little clothing. Lots of posing and poseurs. Olympia 

waded through the crowd, kissing every third person on the lips and shouting introductions that 

no one heard or cared to hear. People looked at him and just smiled and nodded or frowned 

and shook their heads. It was all the same. The church seemed to absorb everyone and 

everything into its walls, ceilings, floors, and stained glass. Nothing seemed to matter. 

Everything seemed to matter. Until. 

Eventually one group rose up in importance above all the others and absorbed Olympia. 

She released her grip on Hopper’s hand and shouted incomprehensible words in his direction. 

Her eyes told him that he was on his own. Until. 

Hopper wandered around the church, avoiding making physical or eye contact with the 

bodies surging around him. He plotted a route to the nearest exit that he estimated would draw 

as little attention to himself as possible. Until. 

Until a woman blocked his path. 

“I saw you walk in with that girl,” she said. “You’re not her boyfriend.” 

“That’s correct,” Hopper said. “I am most definitely not her boyfriend.” 

The woman was Asian. Hopper thought maybe she was Vietnamese. He knew some 

Vietnamese girls from school. She was a few inches shorter than him and slim. Not a lot of 

curves. She wore a short red dress. Shiny material. A studded choker. Rings on six fingers. Hoop 

earrings. Blonde wig. Hopper thought she was attractive, but older. He could not tell how much 

older, but she was definitely not in the same demographic as the rest of the bodies. 

“What’s your name?” she asked. 
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Hopper felt as though heaven and earth changed places. A simple, three-word inquiry 

had him questioning all his assumptions. Inexplicably, he felt himself shaking. He was, much to 

his dismay, feeling aroused by this woman. 

“Calm yourself down, cowboy,” she said. “All I asked was your name.” 

“Hopper,” he whispered. 

“Louder, champ!” 

“Hopper!” he shouted. “My name is Hopper.” 

“Hopper, you sure are cute,” the woman said. 

She enfolded the fingers of her right hand around those of his left hand. Her hand felt 

strong, stronger even than Olympia’s. She began to walk back towards the crowd, taking 

Hopper with her. People parted. The two of them flowed through the humanity like a river of 

mercury until they reached an alcove. The music and the people and the lights faded away. 

Hopper and the woman were alone in the alcove while the pulse of the world beat steadily just 

a few feet away. 

Hopper was not a virgin, and he was not a virgin to the sexual act the woman began to 

perform on him, but he had never engaged in a sexual act with a woman whose name he did 

not know. In fact, until this very moment it had been a rule of his to never engage in a sexual 

act with a woman until they had shared at least three meals on separate days and come to an 

understanding that the ending of the novel “Fight Club” was vastly superior to that of the film. 

If this is the world Olympia inhabits, he thought, she can have it. 

When Hopper was done, the woman put everything back in its place and zipped up his 

trousers. 

https://www.looper.com/76812/ending-fight-club-explained/
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“Your turn,” she said. 

“My turn for what?” Hopper asked. 

The woman lifted her dress to reveal that she was not wearing underwear and that she 

possessed a…penis. 

“Don’t worry,” she said. “I won’t make you swallow.” 

Hopper froze for a moment and then gathered himself. 

“What’s your name?” he asked. 

“My name, honey? I thought you’d never ask,” the woman said, smiling. “They call me 

Lola.” 

“Glad to meet you, Lola,” he said, “but I’m not doing that.” 

“That?” Lola responded. She seemed disappointed more than angry. “Oh, I thought you 

were one of that girl’s queer boys.” 

“Straight as Forrest Gump,” Hopper replied. 

“Okay, Forrest, never mind,” Lola said, brightening up. “There are plenty of other cocks 

in this ocean. I’ll find someone else to suck me off. Nice to meet you, though.” 

“Yes,” Hopper said. “Nice…to meet you, too.” 

The next time Hopper met Lola, years later, he had just submitted a modest bid for 

Hopper’s first book based on a slim proposal his mother’s agent Molly had circulated to 

publishers. Molly had suggested that, if Hopper were to meet with this editor, the publisher 

might increase its offer. Hopper had forgotten the name Lola, but when he walked into his 

office, he immediately recognized Lola and froze. Apparently, Lola’s legal name was Daniel. No 

blonde wig, just a smart haircut with some streaks of silver showing. No hoop earrings, just 
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studs. No dress, just khaki slacks, a rep tie, and a tweed sports coat. Rings on three fingers, not 

six. 

Hopper had no doubt in his mind that this man reaching out to shake his hand was the 

very same Lola he had encountered years earlier in The Avalon. 

“Hi Hopper,” Daniel said. “I am so glad to meet you.” 

If Daniel remembered him, he betrayed nothing. They talked about Hopper’s book idea, 

his family, and the research he was doing with his graduate students. The next day, his 

mother’s agent called to say the offer had been increased. Hopper would be working with 

Daniel, but in his mind, his new editor would always be Lola. 

Hopper never revealed to Olympia what had happened on the night he visited The 

Avalon. He had told only Ingrid, and not until they were married. 

“I don’t think any less of you for your youthful indiscretions,” Ingrid said. “We all 

suffered through our youthful indiscretions. However, mine will remain secret.” 

“I guess we all have to hold onto some of our secrets,” he responded. 

Ingrid smiled coyly and nodded her assent. 

Hopper was to meet Lola for lunch in 30 minutes. 
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Chapter 5 

The Safety of Fifth Avenue 

 

June 16, 2022 – Hopper emerged from Chelsea with a sense of relief. Even as a grown man, he 

harbored bad memories from his youth, all of which seemed to have emanated from Chelsea. 

Not Tribeca, not Alphabet City, not the Upper West Side, not Murray Hill. Just Chelsea. There 

had been Dilly’s birthday party in Clement Clarke Moore Park where balloons were taped to his 

clothes and other teenagers threw darts at the balloons while chasing him. There was Boody’s 

party on West 26th Street where he had been held down while his head was shaved. There was 

Maggy’s party where had been stripped naked, bound and gagged, and left on the sidewalk 

outside the old Chelsea Hotel. He witnessed a total stranger jump out of the third-story window 

of Katey’s apartment in London Terrace. To this day he was hesitant to drink anything between 

Seventh Avenue and Ninth Avenue that did not involve him cracking open the bottle. 

He strode into the Flatiron District as one exits a Halloween haunted house, with a 

mixture of relief and pleasure.  Once he was on Fifth Avenue, he felt safe. Fifth Avenue was the 

one street where nothing bad ever happened to him. 

While walking north after crossing 21st Street, he passed a man and woman he 

recognized, the literary agents Leo and Molly. During the summer of 2005, they had employed 

him as a college intern in their small-but-influential agency across the street from the Flatiron 

Building. Molly was his mother’s agent for books. Molly had also negotiated Hopper’s first book 

deal with Lola seven years later, helping turn his doctoral dissertation into one of the top 100 

nonfiction titles sold on Amazon. 
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Leo wore a blue and orange mask adorned with the word “Amazins.” He was a tall man 

whose hair had turned white in his twenties. He shambled with a slight stoop. He dressed only 

in blue suits, blue button-down Oxford shirts, black dress shoes, and one of three New York 

Mets neckties he owned. “It’s one less decision I have to make in the morning,” he said to 

Hopper, explaining his limited wardrobe. Molly hovered around five feet in height. Her kinky 

hair was colored bright orange. She favored short skirts and revealing tops. She dedicated her 

life to five-inch heels, “which I wear even to bed,” she claimed in a profile in New 

York magazine. Hopper remembered that, after she broke her foot stumbling on a subway 

grate, she wore flat shoes to the office the next day but was back in heels two days after 

suffering the injury. In the magazine profile, she defended her refusal to wear a mask: “Why 

should I cover up my money maker?” 

Though Hopper was the intern that summer, they made him fire three people, including 

the 30-year-old woman who was his actual supervisor. “You can use my office while Molly and I 

are out to lunch,” Leo instructed him. “Just tell her that we don’t think it’s working out, hand 

her the last paycheck, and collect her keys. Keep it simple but remember to get the keys.” All of 

them cried – two wailed — and asked for explanations. Hopper did not want them to feel bad 

about being fired so he invented the story he used in each firing that Leo was being pressured 

by his older brother to hire a nephew or niece to replace them. 

Leo and Molly were having an animated conversation. Hopper parsed out the words 

“percentages,” “reputational risk,” and “upside.” He was glad they could not recognize him 

behind his mask. His mother told him that they still considered ways to seek revenge against 

him after he had left their agency for ICM. “I need some distance from my mother’s dealings,” 

https://www.amazinavenue.com/
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he told them. Leo and Molly were not literary types. They did not read books, not even those 

written by their clients. They were dealmakers. They considered business, pleasure, and family 

as the same thing. Behind his mask, Hopper smiled. Though he was not one to cling to the past, 

Hopper still felt a calming reassurance that some things and people did not change. 

Before the pandemic, Hopper’s mother began commuting between New York and Los 

Angeles to work on movies. Molly and Leo got of cut of everything she wrote: books, movies, 

and TV. “The only writing they don’t profit from is when I sign your birthday card,” she told 

Hopper. “Because of them, this is going to be the prime money-making period in my life. Your 

little book is also going to help.” 

His mother had been hired by Reese Witherspoon’s production company Hello Sunshine 

to adapt Hopper’s first book, “Children of Monsters,” for a feature film. The subtext of Hopper’s 

book focused on how the three Tilley-Blandin children had survived being raised by a couple of 

narcissists focused on their own success. Hopper’s parents either forgave him in their own 

minds or chose to overlook his portrayal of them because the book had been a critical and 

commercial success. 

Hopper believed that his parents had agreed between themselves to use the phrase 

“My son, the bestselling author” whenever discussing or introducing him. Hopper had heard 

these five words uttered in the same adoring tone hundreds of times. Now his mother got to 

add, “I’m adapting my son’s bestselling book for the screen.” 

The film was to carry the title “The Living Canvases.” Greta Gerwig had agreed to direct. 

Edward Norton was to play the character of Hopper’s father and Charlize Theron his mother. 

Unknown actors would portray teenage versions of Hopper, Olympia, and Silver. The pandemic 
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complicated production schedules. The movie had been set to shoot in New Zealand, then 

Vancouver, then southern California, and then, thanks to Olympia, the whole project was 

placed in turnaround. Maybe the film would be made, maybe not. Hopper chose to worry 

about the issues in his life over which he had control. He had been paid for the rights to the 

movie and he had infinitesimally small creative control in the project. He had a contractual 

obligation to consult with the producers, but since he was not being asked to consult, he was 

free to focus on his next book and he was fine with that. 

His phone started to play “Wrecking Ball” by Miley Cyrus, the ringtone he assigned to his 

ex-wife Ingrid. 

Of all days, he thought to himself. 

Ingrid had quit her medical practice last year. 

“The pandemic squeezed the medicine out of me,” she told her partners the day after 

Christmas. 

“I want to follow my dream,” she told Hopper on New Year’s Eve. 

When they were married, Hopper had given Ingrid classes at Kendall College’s Culinary 

Arts Program as a Christmas present. Ingrid thrived, had continued with the program, and 

earned a degree. Hopper and Ingrid’s dinner table was in high demand among his colleagues at 

the University of Chicago and her peers in the Chicago Medical Society. 

Ingrid was opening a restaurant today in Chicago. 

Tonight, the residents of the West Loop neighborhood would be graced by Duck Duck 

Gray Duck, Ingrid’s high-concept Minnesota-themed restaurant. Her customers would be 

served varieties of Hotdish that was a staple of her childhood in Minnetonka, using ingredients 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=My2FRPA3Gf8
https://www.eater.com/2016/5/15/11611558/what-is-hotdish
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and recipes from Korean, Somali, Mexican, Indian, Chinese, Scandinavian, Ojibwe, and Hmong 

traditions. 

On this day, when she was opening her restaurant, the owner and head chef of Duck 

Duck Gray Duck seemed to be distracted by a movie she had not yet even seen. 

“Don’t worry. Our children are fine,” Ingrid said when he answered her call. “My mother 

is in town watching them.” 

“Thanks for the update.” 

“The premiere of Olympia’s movie is tonight,” Ingrid stated. 

Hopper did not respond. 

“Aren’t you excited?” she asked. 

“Am I supposed to be excited?” Hopper answered. “Olympia’s movie is the whole 

reason my movie got shitcanned.” 

“That is a gross mischaracterization, mister,” she said. “Your movie project, which, by 

the way, you could not care less about according to you, got hit by COVID bad luck.” 

“Whatever,” he said. “Why are you calling me? Isn’t your restaurant opening tonight?” 

“That’s why I’m calling, silly.” 

“Did something happen with the restaurant?” he asked. Hopper, Olympia, Silver and 

their mother were minor investors. Most of the funding came from Ingrid’s sister Heidi and the 

estate of her late sister Birgit, in whose apartment near Gracie Mansion he was going to sleep 

tonight. 

“Of course something happened,” she said. “So far, we’ve had to call a plumber and an 

electrician. A waiter quit an hour ago, followed 10 minutes later by a sous chef. The Health 
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Department inspector is here and taking a lot of notes. I have the exterminator on call. This is 

shaping up to be the worst day of my life, but everything’s going to be fine. It has to be. I called 

you because I want to think about anything other than the goddammed restaurant right now. 

Can you at least distract me with Hollywood gossip?” 

“Sorry, Olympia didn’t tell me anything. I don’t think I will know anything about the 

movie premiere until tomorrow,” Hopper said. He paused, then continued. “However, you’ll 

love this. I am having lunch with Lola in a few minutes to talk about my next book.” 

“Sweet Jesus, that’s delicious news! I want you to tell me everything about it later. I just 

hope you have lunch in a public place,” Ingrid said, “where there will be witnesses.” 
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Chapter 6 

A Brilliant, Well-Told Lie 

 

June 16, 2022 – Lola’s assistant Josie had called Hopper yesterday to confirm their lunch date 

at Eleven Madison Park. Lola churned through assistants on a nearly annual basis. Lola tended 

to hire fashionable women from affluent families right after they graduated from Wesleyan. 

Their confidence gradually deflated with the realization that the most exciting part of working 

for Lola was making lunch reservations. Hopper could tell that Josie was close to her sell-by 

date by the rising level of familiarity she displayed with him on the phone. 

“I tried to get the reservation, but they said no,” Josie said breathlessly. “Then Daniel 

called them and somehow your name was mentioned and all of a sudden there was nothing 

those pricks wouldn’t do for a member of the vaunted Tilley-Blandin family.” 

 Hopper did not like Josie’s tone. He felt that she was judging him for being…too 

fabulous? 

“I think it’s been harder to get reservations since they put non-plant protein items back 

on the menu,” she continued, “but not the smart animals, like octopus.” 

Hopper had started to tune Josie out. She was getting conversational, and he hated 

talking on the phone. Then she said, “By the way, Daniel told me that your nickname is Cool 

Breeze. What’s that about?” 

“You are never going to find out from me,” Hopper said as he ended the call. Hopper 

tried to cross-reference people who would both know that the nickname was a reference to the 

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/05/03/dining/eleven-madison-park-vegan-menu.html
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bullying he had experienced as a teenager and his editor Lola, whom he had known only as an 

adult. He could not figure out the match. 

Hopper decided to walk through Madison Square Park to observe the remnants of the 

Maya Lin exhibit “Ghost Forest.” Last spring, she had placed 49 dead cedar trees, some 

reaching 50 feet in height, in a formation intended to highlight the growing vulnerability of the 

planet in the face of climate change. A few months later, in the dead of night a group of 23 

people felled the trees to protest — in their words, photos, and videos posted on Facebook, 

Instagram, TikTok, and Twitter — “against the Nazis spreading the lies about so-called climate 

change,” “the illegitimate, Chinese Communist Party-supporting politicians who deprive us of 

our God-given freedoms,” and “the corrupt pedophiles that want to take away our steak and 

hamburgers.” 

The perpetrators left a forest of two- and three-foot stumps. The 23 individuals dubbed 

by the New York Post as “The Garden State’s Tree Haters” were quickly identified as residents 

of Ocean County, New Jersey, from their social media confessions. They were apprehended. 

However, rather than seek criminal trials, the city, exhibit supporters, and underwriters sued 

the 23 individuals in civil court. Plaintiffs sought penalties tied directly to all defendants’ 

crowdfunding and other fund-raising efforts in addition to $1 million individually in fines. “We 

are not going to let the Koch Industries, Trump denialists, and their ilk foot the bill for criminal 

activities in our city,” said Manhattan District Attorney Cyrus Vance before leaving office. 

“These people need to have a ‘come to Jesus’ moment and understand that there are 

consequences for their actions.” 

https://madisonsquarepark.org/art/exhibitions/maya-lin-ghost-forest/
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Maya Lin, the city, and the Madison Square Park Conservancy decided to keep the 

stumps and extend the exhibit into 2023 as a statement about how politics too often shuns 

science and hastens the decline of the environment. 

Hopper observed the park coming to life with a lunchtime crowd of people. Daycare 

children played tag in the forest. Tourists took photos of each other seated on the stumps. 

Office workers on the park’s benches unwrapped sandwiches. Hopper sat down on one of the 

stumps. For just a moment, he wanted to know how it felt. As he rose to continue his walk, he 

noticed a man standing alone by the dog run watching the dogs frolic. It was Stephen. 

Hopper’s first reaction was to wonder if Stephen was following him, but he then 

remembered what his mother had told him about the poet: “Stephen is a bit of an odd duck,” 

she began. 

Stephen had been an attorney with Cravath, Swaine & Moore, working on corporate 

merger and acquisition activities. He had been married and had a son. He was a published poet 

with an audience. Following one of the ubiquitous stock market crashes, he lost his law firm 

job, but on the very same day he learned that he had been awarded a MacArthur Foundation 

genius grant. The grant by itself, however, could not support his family, his mother told him, 

and Stephen began to engage in self-destructive behaviors involving other women, alcohol, and 

drugs. “His wife finally kicked him out, afraid of what he might bring home to her and their 

son,” she said. When the money from the MacArthur grant finally ran out, a college friend got 

him a job proofreading disclaimers for the Google legal department. He worked his own hours 

out of a 100-square foot apartment on West Perry Street. “I heard that he works at night and 

wanders the streets during the days taking random photos for Instagram,” his mother said. 
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Hopper thought to call his mother and ask her to clarify that Stephen was alive, allowing him to 

discount the rumor that Stephen was the victim of a stabbing on a subway platform. 

As Hopper walked toward the restaurant, he steeled himself against the one subject 

that he knew Lola wanted to gossip about: the secret journal kept by Olympia, which their 

mother had adapted for film. The premiere for that movie, “The Astrid Journals,” was tonight in 

Los Angeles. 

While she was at Barnard, Olympia kept a journal about the secret life of a women she 

called “Astrid,” who — while she and Olympia roomed together – allegedly had been involved 

in narco-terrorism, helped a mobster/occasional boyfriend bury corpses in New Jersey, slept 

with every member of Vampire Weekend, and graduated summa cum laude as a double major 

in biology and psychology. According to Olympia, Astrid was currently an agent of the Federal 

Bureau of Investigation. “It’s downright prurient,” Olympia told Hopper when he asked to read 

the journal. “You are far too much a sanctimonious prig to handle the salacious details.” 

Through a series of Tilley-Blandin family indiscretions, the FBI learned about the journal 

and believed it might be compromising. Before the FBI seized the original, Olympia made a 

digital copy, had her mother send the file to her agent Molly, who then sent it to Reese 

Witherspoon. 

Hopper knew that the story of Astrid was a fable, and he just did not want to get into it 

with Lola. Before Hopper met Ingrid, he had dated “Astrid” during the summer she had an 

internship at the University of Chicago Pritzker School of Medicine. She was from Grosse Pointe. 

In college, she dyed her hair purple to shock her parents. She did not know any gangsters. She 

didn’t kill or bury anyone. She avoided the drug scene. She didn’t even know any of the 
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members of Vampire Weekend. Her real name was Sylvia. She worked as a psychologist, not an 

agent, with the FBI. Sylvia was copacetic with the journals. She and Olympia still exchanged 

insults focused on Hopper via text. 

The movie adaptation of Hopper’s first book had been sidetracked when Reese 

Witherspoon fell in love with his sister’s fake journal. 

“The whole story about ‘Astrid’ may be a lie,” Reese told Olympia’s mother, “but it is a 

brilliant, well-told lie by a representative of the new feminist literary wave.” 
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Chapter 7 

We All Harbor Our Complexities 

 

June 16, 2022 – Hopper arrived at the restaurant five minutes late. Lola had not arrived yet 

because, of course Lola possessed the superpower of never having to wait for anyone. Legend 

had it that Lola arrived for lunch with Barack Obama only after the former president was 

seated. 

When Hopper announced himself to the young woman at the desk, she said, “How is 

your mother? We so miss her here. Please tell her that Edy misses her. I’m Edy, by the way.” 

Hopper studied Edy for a moment. She had a poise and confidence that Hopper believed life 

would thrash out of her. He was certain that Edy had never met his mother and unsure she had 

ever graced Eleven Madison Park, but it reflected the influence of his mother’s notoriety that 

people craved the familiarity of her gaze. 

He inspected the dining room as he removed his mask. He spotted Mrs. Bellingham, the 

art dealer. She was his father’s first dealer, before he became famous. Among what he called 

his parents’ “hippie-dippy circle,” she was the only person Hopper and his sisters were told to 

address formally. He did not know her first name. They made eye contact and nodded. 

Within a minute of being seated, Hopper looked up from the menu and spotted Lola 

striding through the dining room and drawing attention to himself. He wore a pink, three-

button seersucker suit, a yellow polka dot bow tie, and white bucks. 
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“In the summer, I wear seersucker every day. Don’t you love it?” he said while seating 

himself. “If you live on the East Coast, you should not wear anything else after Memorial Day. 

How are you, Hopper?” 

“Not as fabulous as you,” Hopper answered. He was wearing a t-shirt that was a gift 

from his mother under a Brooks Brothers blazer. On the t-shirt was a photo of a very young 

Hopper with Kurt Cobain at his parents’ apartment in Westbeth. 

“No worries, honey,” Lola said. “No one is as fabulous as moi.” 

Their waiter arrived with Daniel’s sparkling water. Lola pantomimed his drink order. He 

half-waved at several demi-celebrities in the dining room. 

“Look,” Hopper began, “I need some clarity on an issue that’s been on my mind since 

yesterday.” 

“That sounds awfully serious,” Lola said, “to discuss before my first martini.” 

“Can you explain to me how your assistant Josie knows about a certain nickname I 

acquired as a teenager? 

“Oh, you mean ‘Cool Breeze’?” Lola was still smiling. 

“Uh huh.” 

“That’s a great nickname, by the way.” 

“It’s associated with some painful memories,” Hopper explained, “of being bullied by a 

group of people I thought of as friends who betrayed my trust.” 

“Damn. Oh, I know that one hurts, honey,” Daniel said, the smile disappearing from his 

face. “Anyway, your friend Blazes told me.” 

“Blazes? You mean Chasen Whitney?” 
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“Yes,” Lola laughed. “God love that moron.” 

“He’s not my friend,” Hopper whispered loudly. “He used to date one of my sisters. How 

would you know him anyway?” 

“Hmmm, I think someone’s been away from New York for too long with his head buried 

in data sets.” 

“What does that mean?” 

“How does anyone meet anyone? You leave the comfort of your apartment, or the 

confines of your office, and you introduce people, and you get introduced to people. You 

exchange digits with absolutely everyone you meet. Then you call them up when you need 

something. All friendships now are transactional. I never talk to people from school.” 

Hopper frowned openly his disapproval. 

Lola sighed. “Dude, be honest with yourself,” he said. “As far as I know, you don’t have 

any friends. You’ve got your colleagues at the university, the people who call you ‘Cool Breeze,’ 

and you’ve got me.” 

Hopper recoiled from the sting. “Wow,” he said. 

“You’re a big boy. You’ll get over it,” Lola said. “Listen, you will never be lonely. You’re a 

good-looking, successful man. You’ve got a little money. You’re a dad. Your junk probably still 

works. You are trying your best to be a serious person. The world is designed to feed the needs 

of people like you.” 

“I always thought the world was built for guys like Blazes,” he said. 

“Blazes is inconsequential in the scheme of things,” Lola continued. “I met him 

somewhere, it doesn’t matter where. OK, I liked his business card. Does that make me 
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superficial? Maybe, but it was a very good, high-quality business card. I still use them, and 

people take them from me. I asked him out to lunch to talk about his business card. He got it at 

a cute place on Fulton Street. As I was paying for lunch, I mentioned an exhibit of paintings at 

MoMA that I wanted to see, and he said that he knew your father or, rather, I believe he said 

that he used to date a prominent painter’s daughter. I am recalling what he said 

euphemistically and, truth be told, I believe that was the extent of his exposure to modern 

American painting.” 

“He probably said that he banged my sister,” Hopper interjected. 

Lola nodded. “I mentioned that I worked with the painter’s son, and he could not stop 

with all the stories he knew about Hopper Tilley-Blandin. We had to get another drink at the 

bar. He never mentioned your sister again.” 

“My sister Olympia?” Hopper asked. “I know you know her.” 

As soon as the words left his mouth, he regretted saying them. He had not intended to 

bring up that part of their history. He could tell that Lola was unnerved by his statement. It did 

not make any sense to him that Hopper Tilley-Blandin would ever visit the circle where Lola and 

Olympia intersected. Back when he knew Olympia, she had called her brother “a sanctimonious 

prig.” People like Hopper just drove by the Lola’s of the world without ever glancing over to the 

curb. 

“How would I know her, Hopper?” Lola asked, knowing that he had been…caught. 

“Do we really need to go down this path?” Hopper asked pointedly. “I’m not going to 

hurt you.” 

Lola’s right eyebrow arched with cautious interest. 
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“You know her the same way that I know you as ‘Lola’,” Hopper said. “In the clubs.” 

“Lola?” 

“L-O-L-A.” 

Lola sighed loudly enough to be heard by several other tables. Even Mrs. Bellingham 

looked in their direction. Lola sat perfectly still and tried to look like he was actually studying 

the menu. In his mind, he worked through several exit strategies. Hopper admired an abstract 

painting by an unknown artist that Edy told him had been installed last week. After a few 

seconds of awkward silence, the waiter arrived with Lola’s martini and to take their lunch order. 

Lola said, “I’ll have whatever animal suffered the least.” 

Hopper looked at the waiter. “Same,” he said. 

“When did this happen?” Lola finally asked after their waiter entered the kitchen and 

the other diners returned to their own dramas. 

“Before it mattered to either of us,” Hopper answered. “It was awkward for me, but you 

were gracious about the whole thing.” 

Lola nodded. 

“I’m not embarrassed about it,” Hopper said. “At least not anymore.” 

Lola looked at the ceiling for a moment, then at the new abstract painting, then sipped 

his martini. 

“Like that painting over there, we all harbor our complexities,” he said. “But at this 

lunch, you’re talking to the same Daniel you have known and worked with for years.” 

“And Cool Breeze left the stage a long time ago,” Hopper said. 
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“I am glad we’ve cleared all that up,” said Lola. “Lola is not my secret. This is New York in 

the 21st century, after all. I just don’t want Lola come between us.”   

Hopper looked relieved. 

“I miss Olympia,” Lola said. I thought my Olympia would grow up, get married to a 

wealthy and desperately boring man, and disappear from the face of the earth. So many like 

her end up doomed to that fate. They usually resurface decades later as doyenne of this or 

that.” 

“That ‘wealthy man’ would have been your friend Blazes,” Hopper said. “He broke my 

sister’s heart, but saved her life, I guess. She has most certainly not disappeared. She is busting 

out all over.” 

Lola began to sing softly, rising to a crescendo: 

Olympia is bustin’ out all over 
The ocean is full of Jacks and Jills 
With the little tail a-swishing’ 
Ev’ry lady fish is wishin’ 
That a male would come 
And grab ‘er by the gills! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k611nq8hLhk
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Chapter 8 

The Chloe Sevigny of Her Generation 

 

June 16, 2022 – Hopper was slowly maneuvering the lunchtime conversation with Lola to the 

issue he wanted to address; namely, the proposed subject of his third book. His publisher and 

the market were expecting a “blockbuster,” according to Lola. 

However, his editor seemed a little too interested in the subject of Hopper’s sister 

Olympia. In Hopper’s experience, this was a template response. Olympia had been designated 

as the “Chloe Sevigny of her generation.” She was the girl everyone wanted to succeed so they 

could watch her fail and collapse. She disappointed on that front; rather than collapse, she just 

faded from view. 

“I never believed for a moment that Olympia’s ambition to dominate the world had 

disappeared,” Hopper told Lola at he sipped a very good Diet Coke. “Her ambition just went on 

vacation for a few years.” 

She and her boyfriend Huey broke up during the pandemic, she quit her teaching job, 

yadda yadda yadda, and then she’s in Los Angeles working as Charlize Theron’s assistant. 

Ancient writings of Olympia from her days at Barnard were unearthed. Their mother, the noted 

novelist and screenwriter, recognized the literary merit of the writings. So did her agent Molly, 

who sent to writings to Reese Witherspoon, and yadda yadda yadda, the writing was turned 

into a movie whose premiere will take place in Los Angeles that night. 

It was Olympia’s version of The Assumption. 

https://www.ncregister.com/blog/the-assumption-of-mary-12-things-to-know-and-share-27jd571n
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“The loyal brother must be excited,” Lola observed. “Are you flying to LA for the 

premiere?” 

“No,” Hopper said. 

A man approached their table. “Buck!” exclaimed Lola. Hopper thought the man looked 

overly collegiate for someone his age, which he estimated to be close to 40. He looked dressed 

for a regatta. 

Lola introduced him to Hopper as Malachi, “but everyone calls him Buck,” Lola 

explained. “Buck is in tight with the Winklevoss twins doing financial wizardry we mortals 

cannot fathom. His name is in the news all the time. By this time next year – if any of us are still 

alive – he will be the wealthiest man in the world and I will be publishing his memoir or he will 

be broke, relegated to the dustbin of history.” 

“That is some introduction,” Hopper remarked. “I am just another piece of horseflesh in 

Daniel’s stable of authors.” 

They shook hands, grinned at each other like villains in a Billy Wilder movie, and Buck 

slithered across the dining room to join his party at a better table. 

Lola re-engaged with Hopper and asked, “What could be keeping you away from 

Olympia’s triumphant return in LA tonight?” 

“I am spending the night in my ex-wife’s-dead-sister’s apartment on the Upper East 

Side,” Hopper answered, “performing an appraisal of sorts for the estate. I visited once while 

auditioning to be a brother-in-law. Quite an impressive domicile, especially for one person.” 

The sister, Birgit Brzezinski, was a Goldman Sachs investment banker, a senior partner 

actually, but she got unlucky last year. She was infected with COVID before receiving the second 
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Pfizer vaccine shot. She never got well, was hospitalized for months, and passed away alone in 

Mt. Sinai Hospital earlier this year. 

“No one’s been in the apartment since,” Hopper explained, “and her sisters asked me to 

give it a tour while I was in New York and let me know what I think before they hand it over to a 

broker for sale.” 

“Whoa! That’s the making of a juicy, best-selling saga,” Lola exclaimed. “And why in the 

name of Kim Il-sung would your ex-wife – of all people — ask this kind of favor of you?” 

“As you said yourself earlier, we all harbor our complications,” Hopper said, “and I think 

it’s part of why we are here to talk about my next book.” 

Before Hopper could say another word, a very pregnant Black woman walked into the 

dining room and Lola started waving at her. “Mina!” he half-shouted. 

Hopper also knew Mina. She had been a friend of his sister Silver when they were 

children. Her family had moved to Austin, Texas, when her father accepted a faculty position at 

the University of Texas teaching geology to aspiring petrochemical engineers. He had not seen 

Mina since, but Silver had stayed in touch and talked about her. She had gone to Harvard, fallen 

in love with a drummer named Simon who was studying at Berklee, got pregnant, dropped out 

of Harvard, and married Simon. While raising their first of four children, she did what other 

Harvard dropouts did, moving to New York and becoming successful and modestly affluent by 

writing a best-selling, semi-autobiographical novel while Simon worked as a studio musician. 

“Here’s my favorite female author,” Lola said, “and my favorite male author.” 

“Mina, I don’t know if you remember me,” Hopper said. 
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“Hopper Tilley-Blandin,” she said. “The way Silver talks about you, it feels like we are 

neighbors.” 

“I am speechless,” Hopper responded. “Silver talks the same way about you.” 

“Mina, when’s your due date?” Lola asked. “Wait, don’t tell me. When are you going to 

get a draft of your manuscript to me?” 

“The day before my due date,” Mina said. “That’s all I’m saying. I am very superstitious 

about this book, so I don’t want to talk to you until I’m done with it. So, goodbye. I will call you. 

I promise. Hopper, you grew up pretty nicely.” 

Hopper felt bathed in the glow of Mina. 

“She won’t tell me about her book,” Lola said, “but you seem anxious to tell me about 

yours. Proceed, sir.” 

Hopper began to describe a book he wanted to call “The New Marriage,” an 

anthropological analysis of non-traditional patterns of marriage in the 21st century. “In addition 

to traditional cisgender, heterosexual, and Green Card marriages, I want to take a critical look 

at what happens when women marry each other, when men marry each other, when people 

who identify as transgender marry, when more than two people get married, when asexual 

and/or non-romantic partners get married, and when demisexual people marry.” 

Lola nodded in a noncommittal way. Hopper could tell that his editor was listening and 

deflecting the practiced talking points. 

“I want to include a study of how people mate and how they divorce,” Hopper 

continued. “Especially in an ongoing pandemic situation, I think we will find that people are 

coupling and uncoupling in significantly different ways than their parents.” 
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My god, does he have a PowerPoint to go along with this? Lola thought to himself, 

composing a rejection letter in his mind. 

Then Hopper began to discuss what he called the “Non-Marriage Marriage,” and Lola’s 

demeanor began to change. In his mind, he deleted the rejection letter from his hard drive. 

“I am still struggling with the Non-Marriage Marriage because it is not an institution like 

marriage, but it contains practices and folkways very similar to marriage. It is what I call my 

relationship with my ex-wife Ingrid. It’s the reason why she knows that I will spend the night in 

her dead sister’s apartment in another city simply because she asked. This is about the 

connection – no, the bond — that is not broken between two people even after they divorce.” 

Hopper and Ingrid had gone to counseling. After paying thousands of dollars to the 

counselor, Hopper realized that Ingrid did not want to save the marriage. She just wanted him 

to understand that she wanted out. She called him a jerk. That was it. She was tired of being 

married to someone she considered a jerk. 

And then he moved out, taking almost nothing with him other than his clothes, his 

books, and Tilley-Blandin heirlooms. He settled into a stylish apartment overlooking Lake 

Michigan in Hyde Park, while Ingrid continued to maintain the residence they had shared in 

Evanston. Ingrid had legal custody of their children, but Hopper saw them often. They spent 

every other weekend with him and one week every month. After they were vaccinated, they 

pretended that nothing had changed. 

And then – quite organically — Hopper and Ingrid found themselves adopting a new 

ritual of family dinner every Sunday with their sons at a neutral-territory restaurant, mostly 

involving pizza. Conversations followed an agenda: the lives of their sons Max and Alexis, the 
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lives of Brzezinski and the Tilley-Blandin families, work, and an agreed-upon, non-familial topic, 

such as a movie one of them had seen, a book one of them had read, or the Cubs. Hopper 

found these dinners to be simultaneously mundane, ritualistic, and life-affirming. Since 

breaking things off with Charlize Theron, Hopper had sworn off dating. 

One Sunday, after ordering the Burgers and Fries pizza at Gino’s East, quite 

unexpectedly, Ingrid told Hopper that she wanted to have another child. 
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Chapter 9 

The Non-Marriage Marriage 

 

June 16, 2022 – As Hopper and his editor Lola jostled over the subject of marriage in the near-

empty dining room of Eleven Madison Park, they heard the opening chords of the Pixies’ song 

“Where is My Mind” emanating from Hopper’s blazer pocket. This was the ringtone Hopper 

assigned to the actor Edward Norton. Hopper did not know Norton very well, but they had 

begun to converse with some frequency. He was still confused about whether to call him 

Edward, Ed, Eddie, Eduardo, or some secret nickname that had not yet been shared with him. 

Hopper called him Mr. Norton. 

Norton had been cast to play Hopper’s father in the movie. However, Norton seemed 

determined that the film get made and was fiercely intent on getting into the character of 

Hopper’s father. “Between your mother and Charlize Theron,” Norton told Hopper, “your father 

will end up on the big screen.” Norton was quite cinematic in tone and language even on phone 

calls. 

Since Hopper’s father was dead, he was far less concerned about an accurate portrayal. 

“You can’t offend the dead,” he told Norton. 

Norton had decided that Hopper would be the subject matter expert for his research 

into what drove one of the country’s most noted artists. For years, Hopper’s father had painted 

in relative obscurity. However, when Hopper’s mother became a best-selling novelist, her 

notoriety created a halo around her husband. His wife’s success attracted clients to her 

husband. He began to achieve commercial success after he left the gallery of Mrs. Bellingham 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FSCgfI3OG7s
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for Larry Gagosian. At the time of his death, he was commanding $2 million to paint portraits of 

wealthy patrons taking the Dolly Parton Challenge. 

Hopper did not like to be impolite, so he did not ignore the actor’s calls, even when 

Norton began to describe his father using words like “enigmatic,” “passionate,” and 

“charismatic.” 

Hopper was honest in their conversations. “I don’t know who you’ve been talking to, 

Mr. Norton. My father was uncomplicated. He was a narcissist, intent on his own path,” Hopper 

said in their last conversation. “He always wanted more. Or something else. His children existed 

for his own amusement and disappointment. We were his accoutrements. He tried to seduce 

my ex-wife. In the end, he was a self-parody who died as he lived.” 

“Well, everyone’s entitled to their own opinion,” Norton had responded. “I’ll have more 

questions.” 

Hopper let Norton’s call go into voicemail and returned his attention to his editor. 

“I have never been so sure about an idea for a book,” Lola said, slamming the palm of 

his right hand onto the tablecloth, rattling their water glasses. Their waiter, alarmed by the 

noise, began to rush towards their table, but Lola waved him off. 

Hopper sat back in his chair and inhaled. He had just spent the last 30 minutes 

describing his idea for a book examining the changing patterns of marriage in 21st century 

United States. 

“What you should do is drop all the academic-sociological-anthropological stuff,” Lola 

continued, “and just focus on what you call the ‘Non-Marriage Marriage.’ The story about you 

and your ex-wife is absolutely riveting. A memoir of how the two of you have negotiated your 

https://time.com/5770992/dolly-parton-challenge/
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relationship following your divorce could be the blockbuster we have been awaiting. It’s 

touching and awkward as hell and salacious all at the same time.” 

“Um,” Hopper responded. He had mentioned to Lola that he and Ingrid had briefly 

revived their sexual relationship during the pandemic while living under the same roof as his 

parents. He also had described the way their third child had been conceived. 

“Look, I’m sure the University of Chicago Press would love to publish the book you 

described. I’m sure you would get some nice reviews. But the story about you and Ingrid is real 

human-interest stuff. I think it would help a lot of people in their own lives. A whole lot of 

people. Dr. Phil’s audience would eat this stuff up.” 

“Um,” Hopper responded again. Hopper was an ambitious member of the faculty at a 

prestigious university. He enjoyed the esteem of his peers and the satisfaction of research and 

discovery. However, he was not blind to the impact of good book reviews, publicity, and sales 

figures on his ability to leverage himself within the university and among his peers. The last 

time anyone from his department was interviewed by Dr. Phil was…never. 

“I see on your face that you have some thoughts,” Lola said. “Just know that you have 

your publisher’s full-throated support for the Non-Marriage Marriage.” 

A pause. Hopper was staring at the ceiling. 

“You could leapfrog your mother in popularity among the book-buying audience.” 

Hopper’s head whipsawed back to level at the mention of his mother. All the Tilley-

Blandin children felt the strong pull of their mother’s coattails. It was difficult, if not impossible, 

to separate them from their mother in the eyes of most people they encountered. Hopper felt 
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certain that his sisters would celebrate someone other than their parents being feted by 

society. 

“Let me talk to Ingrid about this,” Hopper responded. “There’s also our children to 

consider.” 

“Of course,” Lola said, a smile spreading across his face. 

As Lola asked for their check, Hopper thought about his last serious conversation with 

Ingrid about family. By serious, he meant life-altering or, in this case, life-creating. Ingrid had 

taken Hopper by surprise during a family dinner with their sons, Alexis and Max. He was 

surprised and dismissive when Ingrid expressed her desire to have another child. 

“That’s interesting,” he said. “I think we should order the Burgers and Fries Pizza. The 

boys love it.” 

Ingrid grimaced. “You’re not taking me seriously, Hopper,” she said. 

“If you want me to take you seriously, Ingrid, and you want my opinion on this subject, I 

suggest we have this conversation in someplace other than a pizza parlor with our sons 

present.” 

“Fine,” she said. 

Hopper remembered that they sat at the table in silence, looking at anything but each 

other for about five minutes while they waited for the pizza. Ingrid called him later that night 

after she had put their sons to bed. 

“I want to have another child, Hopper,” she said. “I am almost 40 years old. I want one 

more shot at having a daughter. I want a daughter named Elizabeth, after Elizabeth Blackwell, 

the first woman to earn a medical degree in this country.” 
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“Just to be clear,” he said. “You actually want to have another child?” 

“Yes.” 

“Are you going to use the sperm bank route?” 

“No.” 

“Do you have a sperm donor in mind?” 

“Yes,” Ingrid answered. She paused and then continued, “You.” 

Hopper was silent. 

“Well?” Ingrid interjected after about 30 seconds of silence. 

“Let’s continue to be clear about this,” Hopper began. “You want your ex-husband’s 

cooperation in getting you pregnant?” 

“Whatever you call your sperm, yes.” 

“And you want to do this…how?” 

“Fuck, Hopper,” she said, sounding exasperated. “I hate when you make me spell out 

what should be obvious to you. By fucking, Hopper. I will call you up when I am ovulating. You 

will come to my home, fuck me as many times as you can ejaculate, and scuttle back to the 

safety of your fancy apartment.” 

“Just keep it simple, stud?” 

“Just keep it simple, stud,” she repeated. “You are good at fucking, you are a good 

parent, and you have excellent sperm. This time you don’t have to worry about me. I am not 

asking anything extra from you. No cuddling, no pillow talk, no eye contact, no entanglements 

other than the parenting thing, which you seem to handle just fine.” 

“That sounds so…clinical,” Hopper said, sounding hurt. 
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Ingrid sighed. “My dear, again I have to explain it to you. You are so attractive, but so 

goddamn emotionally unavailable. I can see why Charlize Theron liked you. You are good at the 

beginning of things, but you are so exhausting. You wore us out.” 

“What do you know about Charlize?” 

“We talk,” Ingrid said. She could hear him slump over the phone. 

“Is this some kind of conspiracy to cancel out Hopper Tilley-Blandin?” he asked. 

“No,” Ingrid said. “Just two girls who have something in common and who are struggling 

to understand that thing.” 

“Jesus! Why?” 

“Why what?” 

“Why should I do this for you?” Hopper asked. “We’re divorced! We don’t owe anything 

to each other.” 

“On a practical level, it will ensure that Elizabeth, Max, and Alexis are fully siblings 

sharing the same parents,” Ingrid responded. “None of this half-sister, half-brother business.” 

“What about the non-practical level?” 

“Again, let me explain it to you,” she began, “even though you already know the answer. 

You are a jerk and impossible to live with – and I am grateful for our divorce – but we are 

always going to have something between us. It’s like we are still married even though we 

stopped being married. It’s both disconcerting and wonderful that I can always count on my ex-

husband to have my back.” 

“If I agree to go through with your plan, what will we tell people?” 
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“The truth. People who know us – even your mother — understand that you and I are…I 

don’t have the vocabulary to describe it, but they know. And they will love Elizabeth…or if we 

have another son, whichever dead sociologist you decide to name our son after.” 

“What do I get out of this devil’s bargain?” 

“The usual,” Ingrid said. “As little or as much as you want.” 

As Lola paid the check for their lunch, Hopper asked him if he knew Stephen, the poet. 

He did not mention that he had seen him earlier that day. 

“Yes,” Lola replied. “He was one of the few white poets whose work I could read 

without twitching. He understood the existential crisis of white people. Not from the 

perspective of being outnumbered by black people, brown people, and cool yellow people like 

me. Rather, he understood how self-destructive white people could become when faced with 

adversity of their own making.” 

“I knew Stephen when I was younger,” Hopper said. “He seemed interested mostly in 

real estate.” 

“That’s funny,” Lola said. “Terrible ending, though.” 

“Why do you say that?” 

“Didn’t you hear? Stabbed to death on a deserted subway platform,” Lola said. “He bled 

to death all alone. He was found dead at the scene. Great funeral, though. The Campbell 

funeral home was thick with writers and agents. Your mother was there. I remember that about 

half the women under 40 were visibly pregnant. Anderson Cooper was seated in my pew. He 

was watching everyone. He was assessing everyone’s potential for inclusion in an appreciation 
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of Stephen he was writing. Apparently, I didn’t warrant mention. Motherfucking Anderson 

Cooper.” 
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Chapter 10 

Empire State Building 

 

June 16, 2022 – Hopper stood on the corner of Fifth Avenue and 34th Street. He stared up at 

the Empire State Building, straining his neck while he listened to the voicemail from the actor 

Edward Norton. With all the strength he could muster, he returned Norton’s call. 

Hopper loved and feared the Empire State Building. He loved its historical majesty, for 

so many decades the tallest building in the world. For generations, it was a global symbol of 

humans striving ever upward. Anyone could ride up the elevators and feel what it was like to be 

in heaven. He had acquired his fear of heights when, at the age of eight and standing in the 

cupola of the building’s 102nd floor observatory, he diverted his gaze from New Jersey across 

the Hudson River to look down. Though encased in impenetrable glass and concrete, Hopper 

imagined a force of nature — or perhaps a mystical intervention – forcing him through the 

building’s membrane and hurtling him towards a violent and gruesome death on the street 

below, like Evelyn McHale. Everything started to spin. 

He never ascended to the 102nd floor again. Since this staggering discovery of his 

vertigo, Hopper allowed himself to be coerced onto the 86th floor observation deck only as a 

family duty, and never closer to the edge than 10 feet. He made sure to wear clothes and shoes 

that he believed would weigh him down against the threat of being blown by a gust of wind 

over the suicide-prevention barrier. When he was 13 years old and his mother had dragged 

him, Olympia, and Silver to the Empire State Building to accompany her friend Joan Didion, 

Silver had shoved him towards the edge, and he peed his khakis. 

https://www.esbnyc.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Evelyn_McHale
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“First off, I want to apologize,” Norton began. “It may seem like I am harassing you, but I 

wanted you to know that the film production has been scheduled. It’s out of turnaround!” 

“That’s great news,” Hopper said, trying to be polite and sound excited. 

“And I am preparing for the rehearsals,” Norton continued. “It’s so easy to take on a role 

like portraying your father and come out looking like an ignoramus if you don’t do the 

research.” 

“I appreciate what you are saying,” Hopper answered, keeping the tone civil. 

“The thing is, I want to find the real story behind what made your father someone who 

became a known quantity to strangers,” Norton continued. “Ninety-nine-point-ninety-nine 

percent of people live in obscurity. I want to investigate the truth behind what catapulted him 

to his level of fame.” 

“That’s easy,” Hopper said. “My mother.” 

“Your mother?” 

“My mother’s the talented one,” Hopper continued. “She is a veritable chocolate 

fountain of ideas. She comes up with three decent ideas before she’s done with breakfast every 

single day. Mind you, my father went to art school and is good enough with a brush, but it’s my 

mother’s ideas he executes. My mother suggested he start painting wealthy patrons into 

memes. You know, like the Ryan Gosling cereal meme and the Dolly Parton meme. My mother 

introduced him to Julian Schnabel, who as a favor to her introduced him to Larry Gagosian, who 

marketed the hell out of my father’s work. My father just happened to marry a smart, creative 

woman who was getting bored living with a starving artist.” 

“Fuck me,” Norton whispered. 
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“Yeah, Charlize Theron has the meaty role playing my mother,” Hopper said. “She’s 

gonna steamroll you if you aren’t careful.” 

Hopper continued walking north on Fifth Avenue. In front of the Citibank branch on 

37th Street, he spotted Simon. Not the Simon who was married to Silver’s friend Mina or the 

Simon who had been married to Dilly, but Simon his archnemesis who had been a year ahead of 

him at Stuyvesant High School. “Everyone needs an archnemesis,” his mother told her children 

over dinner when Hopper was 12. “You need not hate the person, but you do need someone 

against whom you can measure yourself.” 

Hopper was smart and industrious in school. Simon was lazy, but he was a genius in that 

he retained information easily and was able to analyze and/or regurgitate it flawlessly on 

demand. He never studied because he did not need to study. He was named valedictorian of his 

class but skipped graduation because he did not want to write a speech, nor did he feel that he 

possessed any wisdom to pass along. Hopper’s mother, who used to go to the farmer’s market 

in Union Square with Simon’s mother every weekend, told him that Simon dropped out of 

Stanford because he was bored. He returned to New York and was working as a concierge in a 

medical practice, doing standup comedy, and making elaborately staged music videos for a 

YouTube channel. Simon lived in a studio near the United Nations. His father paid the rent. 

Simon probably did not recognize Hopper as they passed because Hopper was wearing 

the face mask with a pug on it. He was engaged in a heated discussion with man wearing an N-

95 mask. Even with the mask, the man appeared to be Stephen. Same haircut, same clothes 

Hopper had seen earlier that day. Hopper rubbed his eyes and looked again. He thought for 

sure it was Stephen. He wondered what his dead friend Huey would say about Hopper crossing 
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paths with a dead poet on the way to spend the night in a dead investment banker’s 

home. What is going on? he thought to himself. 

When he was in college, his mother had given him a bound collection of Stephen’s 

poems as a Christmas present. As a show of thanks or appeasement that morning, he 

pretended to read it in front of his family. Hopper did not like poetry. He did not have the 

patience to consider words on an individual basis. Hopper did not read so much as he scanned. 

He focused on significant words or phrases on a page and then moved on to the next page. He 

did not read writers who were considered talented; rather, he read writers who could inform 

him. His mother had also told him, “You learn something new every day.” A turn of phrase 

interested him far less than a hidden fact or a fresh insight. When still a teenager, he read 

Robert Caro’s 1,336-page biography of the New York politician and powerbroker Robert Moses 

in one sitting, starting after dinner, and finishing early the next morning. His sisters, who loved 

Stephen’s poetry, called their brother a Philistine. “I am a Philistine,” he repeated proudly in 

front of them, attempting to echo the famous phrase from the movie “Spartacus.” 

His cell phone buzzed. It was a text message from Silver: “Going back on Date Lab. Call 

me.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u93bhAimFFU
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Chapter 11 

The Language of Dilly and Hopper 

 

June 16, 2022 – Hopper stared at the iconic marble lions guarding the entrance to the main 

branch of the New York Public Library. The lions were dull gray the last time he had visited the 

city. Following the political unrest of the last year, the lions now bore the stains of paint and 

acid poured on them in protest or statement. The city appeared to be losing the battle to 

maintain them. 

The Black Lives Matter and Pro-Vaccination banners that framed the entrance were 

faded and ragged. So much else of the city was striving desperately to reclaim something like 

what its citizens believed to be normal, but the library had remained a singular focal point for 

unheeded rage. Admission to its famed and cavernous reading room had been restricted again 

following three separate incidents of arson targeting what the anonymous culprits maintained 

was “an institution corrupted with useless information, lies, and propaganda exploited by the 

over-educated, communist, atheistic, pampered elite.” 

As a boy, Hopper had loved to ride his skateboard uptown on Saturday mornings and 

spend hours in this library. He loved the sight and smell of books. Every time he entered the 

reading room, he felt the weight of all the knowledge contained therein. He relished that 

feeling and yearned for it when he was away. He imagined adding to the weight and that — 

long after he had died — people would walk into this room and remember that Hopper Tilley-

Blandin was a man who had walked on this planet through the weight of the books he had 

written. 

https://www.nypl.org/help/about-nypl/library-lions
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Hopper prepared to call Silver after listening to the cryptic message about her love life. 

Then he felt a tap on his shoulder; when he turned around, he was greeted by a smile and a hug 

from Dilly herself. 

“I would recognize you anywhere,” she said, “even though you stopped cutting your hair 

and are hiding behind that cute face mask. You walk around in public like a man who is wearing 

only a large diaper, hoping no one notices that he is barefoot.” They had always talked to each 

other like that, even after Hopper’s emigration to Chicago. Dilly did not mention seeing him 

earlier in the day, when he had spotted her and three other women he knew in Abingdon 

Square Park watching children play. 

Hopper considered how to respond to this surprise from his past. “And you look like a 

woman who wants every day to last 48 hours,” he said. “By the way, I ran into Chasen earlier 

today.” 

Dilly took Hopper’s breath away just as she had when they were younger. His 

relationship with Dilly was the only one that Ingrid had resented while they were married. 

“Face it,” Ingrid said. “Dilly is your only African-American friend and she’s a woman. I 

don’t need to spell out what that means, my dear husband.” 

“I think you misinterpret my intentions, my dear wife,” he replied. “I think you are 

jealous of a woman I genuinely adore, who has known me much longer than you, and who 

knows some of my secrets that have not yet been revealed to you.” 

Hopper and Dilly had their own language that Ingrid did not understand. Ingrid was sad 

that Dilly received something from Hopper that he did not share with her. For example, Hopper 

and Dilly became enthralled by the TV show “Mad Men,” which bored Ingrid. They watched the 
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show on Sunday evenings and did not retire until they had exhausted topics of discussion from 

the episode in email threads to each other by the dozen. Between seasons, they emailed each 

other lengthy disquisitions speculating about the upcoming season. After the show ended in 

2015, they picked up the habit of incorporating the show’s signature dialogue in their own 

conversations whenever possible. They had not seen each other in person in more than 10 

years. 

“Oh, you mean Blazes,” Dilly said nonchalantly. “Don’t worry, it’s not Romeo and Juliet.” 

“I’m not in love with the tragedy of anyone dating Chasen Whitney,” he responded. “I 

hope that’s not the hill on which you plan to die.” 

“Let’s change topics, Hopper. If there’s a hill on which I’m going to die, it’s going to be 

Sugar Hill.” 

“Fair enough,” Hopper said. “Hello there, Dilly.” 

“Hello, Hopper,” Dilly responded. “What’s your story?” 

 “I don’t know how to answer that question.” Hopper paused before saying, “I still like 

chocolate ice cream.” 

“Hopper Tilley-Blandin! I’m glad that, upon setting eyes on you for the first time in 

years, I can tell you haven’t changed.” 

Hopper was not a man to dwell on regrets, but Dilly was a regret. Back when, he 

admitted to anyone who would listen, “I was barely human, barely recognizable as an earlier 

iteration of myself.” As an illustration, he mentioned experimenting with showering twice a day 

and not using deodorant. He also tried vegetarianism that would allow for tuna fish 

sandwiches, and he attended Stuyvesant parties, but sat in the corner by himself reading Alexis 
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de Tocqueville. Dilly was a supernova, a combination of his younger sisters: Olympia, so 

beautiful and popular that it hurt to be around her, and his sister Silver, so intellectual and 

artistic that even grown men were intimidated by her. She refused to have a boyfriend. 

Olympia mentioned to him that their paths crossed more than statistically probable for 

a boy and a girl who were not romantically connected. 

“I don’t know what to do with that observation,” he said. 

“No, of course you don’t,” Olympia replied. 

The most significant conversation Hopper and Dilly had back then took place under the 

comforter in Hopper’s bed, fully clothed, with no one else at home. Dilly said, “Hopper, I have 

always liked you. Don’t do anything to ruin it. Just keep talking.” 

He had regretted not ruining it. 

“OK, I don’t want to mislead you. I think I just broke up with Blazes,” she blurted out. 

“Over lunch at Odeon.” 

“What happened?” 

“A lot has happened,” she sighed. 

“That sounds awfully existential,” he said, suddenly feeling like a priest in a confession 

box. “What are you talking about?” 

“It was going great until it wasn’t,” she said. “Men don’t take the time to end things. 

They ignore you until you insist on a declaration of hate.” 

“I’m sure everything will turn out just fine.” 

“People love to say that,” Dilly spat out. “I just wanted a fresh start after my marriage 

failed. I’m entitled to that.” 
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“There is no fresh start,” Hopper said. “Lives carry on.” 

“You may be right, but I’d like to gain a modicum of control over the way I feel.” 

The two old friends stood motionless, just listening to each other breathe. 

When Dilly failed to show at Hopper and Ingrid’s wedding, a rumor circulated that she 

was heartbroken over losing Hopper. Months later, she confessed to Hopper that she could not 

afford to attend and was too embarrassed to ask for the money. 

“Things were not good between my parents and me,” she told him. “I told them that I 

was pregnant. It was a one-night stand. A very famous man. The condom broke. My parents 

had worked so, so hard to make my life a success that would reflect blindingly on them. You 

don’t know what it’s like, wrapped up in your cocoon of white boy privilege and entitlement. 

You could never know. My parents were furious that I put their dream at risk and disowned me. 

I had just quit my job. My identity was stolen, and I had no access to my bank account. I felt like 

I was caught in a vortex of awfulness. I had the abortion and needed to be in a quiet, dark place 

by myself for a while. I just emerged and had to call to apologize to you and Ingrid.” 

Her second call had been to her parents, who were distraught about their daughter’s 

disappearance from their lives. She reconciled with her parents, went to law school, and got 

back on the track they had paved for her, but she vowed to never again tell them the truth 

about herself. 

“So, how’s the law treating you?” Hopper asked. 

“I’m no legal scholar,” she said. “I just solve problems. Arcane problems are my 

specialty.” Nodding towards the lions, she continued, “My next problem is in that library. A 

church and state issue that needs to disappear from the archives.” 
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“Whose problems are you solving?” 

“The Archdiocese of New York,” she answered. 

“The Catholic hierarchy built on the backs of your slave ancestors? Nice work for a girl 

with a rap sheet of mortal sins.” 

“We all have to serve somebody, Hopper.” 

“Don’t feel bad about being good at your job,” Hopper said. “There’s no money in 

virginity.” 

“You sure know how to talk.” 

“Talk, like the truth, is overrated,” Hopper replied. 

“You know, Cardinal Dolan and his boys don’t care what the truth is,” Dilly said, “as long 

as people do what they say.” 

Hopper laughed. It was the laugh that endangered his soul, the one that erupted out of 

him when he came perilously close to the belief that life is absurd. 

“Why does everybody need to talk about everything?” he asked. 

“I don’t know but they do,” Dilly said. “And no matter what happens while they’re 

talking, when they’re done they feel better.” 

“Do you feel better?” 

“You know me,” she said. “My thirtysomething dream is to spend every waking second 

right here in New York. And I do.” 

“New York City is a marvelous machine filled with a mesh of levers and gears and 

springs, like a fine watch wound tight.” 
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“That sounds an awful lot like a bomb, Hopper. How do you feel about being back in 

New York?” Dilly asked. 

“I keep telling myself that I love coming to New York, but every time I get on a plane at 

LaGuardia or Newark, I don’t care where I’m going. I just want to see New York disappearing 

behind me.” 

 

Thanks to Mad Men Quotes on Instagram 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.instagram.com/madmenqts/?hl=en
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Chapter 12 

Silver Dates Her Rapist 

 

June 16, 2022 – Hopper watched as Haines approached the Fifth Avenue entrance of St. 

Patrick’s Cathedral. He caught Hopper’s eye, stopped for a moment, and waved 

unenthusiastically. They had already seen each other that day. When they were teenagers and 

Haines was unsuccessfully trying to woo Hopper’s sister Olympia, he told Hopper that he made 

time each day to either attend Mass or pray in a Catholic church somewhere in Manhattan. 

Seeing Haines stroll into the cathedral reminded Hopper of the pranks that Olympia and Silver 

used to play inside the sanctuary when they were teenagers. The non-exhaustive list included: 

• Writing lurid poetry about the Apostles on index cards and placing them in the missals. 

• Bringing friends to Mass and singing the words to Madonna’s “Like a Virgin” during the 

hymns. 

• Releasing dozens of salamanders during Communion. 

• Painting whoopee cushions with a mahogany stain so they would blend in with the color 

of the pews… 

 

For Olympia and Silver, raised by two atheists, their pranks were not intended as attacks 

on religion; rather, their pranks were artistic statements about how the power of institutions 

corrupted their missions. St. Patrick’s was not the only recipient of their “creative anarchy,” as 

Silver called it. They had been banned by the Metropolitan Museum of Art for a year after 

Olympia and Silver had attached several drawings of stick figures representing the museum’s 

Board of Trustees engaging in a variety of sexual acts to walls in the Lila Acheson Wallace Wing 

https://saintpatrickscathedral.org/
https://saintpatrickscathedral.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s__rX_WL100
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using cellophane tape. Only the intervention of their famous parents had saved them from a 

lifetime ban. 

Hopper had been present at a distance for the pranks after being coerced by his sisters 

to record everything. “You may be an asshole, Hopper,” Silver had told him. “But at least you 

are a reliable asshole.” He was never caught nor implicated, but the images he recorded were 

widely circulated among the youthful cognoscenti. 

Such innocent days, he mused. 

With all the controversies swirling around the Roman Catholic church worldwide, St. 

Patrick’s Cathedral represented a soft target for anyone with a grievance against priests, 

bishops, and the Pope. Disturbances within the sanctuary during the pandemic had gone 

beyond the occasional prank of teenaged anarchists. In the last year, increasing numbers of 

groups and individuals had become more disruptive and violent. The Archdiocese had stopped 

responding to reporters who asked about criminal acts, including muggings, desecration, and 

vandalism, purportedly taking place during Mass. 

When the New York Times published a story that included interviews with an 

anonymous priest who disclosed that services had been shortened to “close the window of 

opportunity for troublemakers,” and two elderly women who admitted concealing illegal 

handguns in their pursues while attending Mass for “protection against the thugs who 

sometimes show up,” the Archdiocese decided to act. Nowadays, Hopper had read, the 

cathedral stationed armed guards at the public entrances, complete with the full TSA treatment 

for tourists, out-of-town faithful, and parishioners alike. 
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Cardinal Dolan had announced the heightened security measures as “the only 

alternative to keeping the doors locked and not allowing anyone in without a badge. This is 

God’s house, not the Central Intelligence Agency.” 

Hopper returned Silver’s phone call. 

“I am going to participate in a Date Lab experiment,” she said, “and I just wanted you to 

know.” 

Date Lab is a popular feature of the Washington Post, where Silver was a features 

reporter who also ran the Date Lab. She played matchmaker for two people who filled out 

applications and who agreed to share details of their blind date for readers. Before the 

pandemic, Silver had been the first and only employee of the Post to apply for and go on a Date 

Lab date – something of a conflict of interest that somehow escaped public criticism. She met a 

law student named Louis Guidry, who had dreams of becoming a judge in his hometown of 

New Orleans. After they were engaged to be married, Louis and Silver were judged by readers 

to be the most successful pairing in Date Lab history. However, the wedding was called off 

when Silver realized that Louis’ ambitions would require her to take on too many the attributes 

of The Stepford Wife. She valued her independence too much. 

“I’m not going to be drawn into this drama, am I?” Hopper said. 

“No, nothing like that,” Silver answered. “We’re going to have one woman matched 

with three men for a single date,” she continued. “And I am going to be that woman.” 

“This sounds like one of those game shows from the seventies,” Hopper laughed. “I kind 

of like the nostalgia angle.” 

“And please don’t blow your stack,” she said, “one of the men is going to be Lenny.” 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/magazine/date-lab/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Stepford_Wives
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“Lenny the musician?” Hopper asked. He was referring to a rising singer/songwriter out 

of Portland, Oregon. One reviewer of his debut album wrote, “Lenny reminds the listener 

to Colin Meloy of the Decemberists, but with more of a loser vibe.” 

“Yes, that Lenny.” 

“Your old college boyfriend Lenny who knocked you up?” 

“Yes, that Lenny.” 

Hopper now understood why Silver was telling him about the Date Lab experiment 

involving Lenny. She was warning him off trying to intervene. She had met Lenny while she was 

a student at Reed College. After she had the abortion, she and Lenny broke up. A few weeks 

later Lenny showed up at her apartment. He raped and beat Silver. She refused to press 

charges. When informed by his mother about Lenny’s attack, Hopper had flown across country 

to confront Lenny, the result being Lenny landing in the emergency room. 

“He’s changed,” Silver said. “You were something of a misfit when you were younger, 

too. And now you have grown up and your superpower is being responsible and dutiful.” 

“I may have been awkward back then, but I was responsible and dutiful when I was still 

in the crib,” he said. “Any act of my younger self that would come back to haunt me occurred 

only when you and Olympia dragged me into your Daria dramas and cosplay.” 

Silver was silent. Hopper thought he had hit a nerve. He didn’t hate his sister, not really, 

and he did not want to hurt her, either. 

“If you want my advice about this Date Lab adventure, where you are going to put 

yourself out there again in such a public way,” he continued, measuring his words carefully, “I 

https://colinmeloy.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Daria
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think you should find out if Olympia has any plans for the secret journals she has been keeping 

about you and your secrets.” 

For years, Olympia had kept three journals. The famous journal focused on fictional 

accounts of Astrid. 

The second journal was based on secrets Olympia and Silver shared with each other 

once a year to which no one else was privy: the co-called Tilley-Blandin Sisters Secret File. 

Olympia kept a third journal, focused only on Silver. To the best of Hopper’s knowledge, 

no one had read the journal about Silver. He feared that its contents could irreparably harm 

one or both of his sisters. 

 “You and I may not agree on many things,” Hopper said, “but I think we can agree that 

Olympia has ambitions. Very real and ruthless ambitions that she kept on lid on for years while 

she played schoolteacher after Chasen Whitney broke her heart.” 

“He’s called Blazes now,” Silver interrupted. 

“Yes, of course,” Hopper responded. “Getting back to Olympia. To her way of thinking, 

the Astrid project is just an appetizer for bigger and better things to come.  Do you know if she 

and our mother are going to turn one or both of those other journals into a movie, too?”  

“Every time I call Olympia, I get connected to that Chlöe girl,” Silver responded. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://thirdednovak.com/2020/06/12/the-secrets-of-miss-olympia/
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Chapter 13 

Hopper’s Vocabulary Volcano 

 

June 16, 2022 – When Hopper called his sister Olympia, a strange woman’s voice answered. 

“You’ve reached Olympia’s phone,” she announced, sounding official. 

“Yeah, I know I’ve reached Olympia’s phone,” he replied. “Who are you and why isn’t 

Olympia answering her own phone?” 

“Who’s calling?” 

“I asked you first,” Hopper said, probably a little louder than he planned. 

“You know, I can just hang up,” the woman said. 

“This is her goddamn brother,” Hopper said a little louder than the last time. 

“Oh, Hopper!” she said, suddenly sounding pleased. “This is Chlöe.” 

“Chlöe. Chlöe, do I know you?” 

“Chlöe van der Rohe. I guess we haven’t actually met in person? Maybe you saw my 

name in some documents? I am one of the producers for Olympia and your mother’s movie.” 

“OK, that explains who you are,” Hopper said, more under control this time, “but why 

are you answering my sister’s phone?’ 

“Oh, that,” she said. “Well, it’s kinda crazy here right now, with the film’s premiere 

tonight and everything?” 

“So what?” 

“So, Olympia’s doing press right now,” she said. “In my opinion, you should have flown 

out to help her. Anyway, she isn’t available to come to the phone.” 
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“When do you think she will become available? It’s a family matter.” 

“I’ll let her know you called,” she said, reverting to her officious tone. 

Hopper stopped walking and now blended into the crowd of tourists in front of Fifth, Ian 

Schrager’s new hotel-slash-condo-slash-office project at 721-725 Fifth Avenue. The building was 

formerly known as Trump Tower. Since the former president had moved to Florida, the 

Manhattan District Attorney had warned of legal peril if he returned to his apartment and 

offices in the New York. Subsequently, the Trump Organization abandoned its lease on Trump 

Tower to stanch mounting financial losses. Schrager, sensing an opportunity, took over the 

lease. 

Hopper was at a loss of anything clever to say to Chlöe van der Rohe. 

 “Please let Olympia know that her brother wants to talk to her,” he said. A bad feeling 

about Olympia and her machinations washed over him. I need to swallow my pride, he told 

himself, and call Ingrid. 

Hopper resented that, even after he and Ingrid divorced, his ex-wife had not been 

displaced from his family’s power structure. Since his father’s death, the dynamic between 

Ingrid, Olympia, and his mother worried him. He would not have accused the three of them out 

loud of conspiring against the male heir – him — and the only one of his siblings to have 

asserted real independence from the family – Silver — but this conspiracy theory had lodged 

itself in his brain. 

“Yes, dear?” Ingrid answered her phone. 

“You know I hate it when you call me ‘dear,’” he said. 

https://www.ianschragercompany.com/
https://www.ianschragercompany.com/
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“Why do you think I call you that, dear?” she laughed. “What’s up since we last talked, 

what, four hours ago?” 

“You still having the worst day of your life?” he asked. “I cannot believe you gave up 

being a respected doctor in order to open up a silly restaurant.” 

“Opening a restaurant is supposed to be stressful,” she said. “I’m managing. Not well, 

but I’m managing. And since you invested in this silly restaurant, I think you should refrain from 

being a buzzkill about it.” 

“It’s Olympia,” he said. 

“Why am I not surprised?” 

“She has stopped returning Silver’s calls and now some girl named Chlöe is answering 

her phone like a stone wall.” 

“Oh, Chlöe van der Rohe? She’s almost harmless. And why are you calling me?” Ingrid 

asked. “I am not your mother.” 

“How do you know this Chlöe?” 

“How do you not know her?” Ingrid answered. “If you were nice to Chlöe, your life 

would be less stressful.” 

“Noted, but I have one simple request.” Hopper swallowed hard. “Will you call Olympia, 

get her on the phone, and convince her to call me today?” 

“That’s three requests, dear.” 

“Please,” he said. “Pretty please with sugar on top?” 

“OK,” Ingrid said. “I will call you back in five minutes.” 
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Schrager’s designers and architects were in the midst of stripping Fifth of every gilded 

feature. “I think you will see a creative use of sandstone and King blue,” Schrager said in an 

interview with Architectural Digest. “We are testing a new and unique color of glass for the 

exterior. We want to bring the feel of the American southwest to Fifth Avenue.” The shadow of 

the words “Trump Tower” was still visible since the work to rebrand this signature building had 

not yet been set into motion. The Architectural Digest article was titled “Schrager Brings 

Downtown Cool to Midtown.” All his complimentary remarks about the former tenant were 

edited out of the article. 

While he waited for Ingrid’s call, Hopper watched the parade of mostly unmasked 

tourists window shopping across the street. Piaget. Bulgari. Mikimoto. Abercrombie & Fitch. 

Prada. Mayor Eric Adams had expressed concern about so many people traveling to the city 

from states where vaccination levels remained low. “I want them coming to New York to spread 

their cash around, not COVID-19,” he said. “Our city’s positivity rate remains one of the lowest 

in the country, but we have thousands of tourists arriving every day from places where too 

many people believe that the vaccines will implant magnets and nano computers into them or 

turn them into Knicks fans.” 

Someone in front of the Prada store caught Hopper’s attention. It was a man wearing a 

face covering very similar to his own, featuring a pug. As Hopper focused in on the man, he 

realized it was Stephen. He had last seen Stephen wearing an N-95 mask. Stephen was now 

pointing to something in the window of the Prada store and gesticulating wildly to a woman. It 

was Maggy, his Stuyvesant classmate whom he had seen earlier in the day with Dilly, Boody, 

and Katey. 
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It made perfect sense to Hopper for Stephen to be arguing with Maggy. They were both 

washed-up poets. When Stephen was at the height of his literary powers, he had mentored 

Maggy. Thanks to him, The New Yorker had published her poem, “Lilacs on the Grave of My 

Victim,” when she was still in high school. Like a thunderbolt, Maggy was the most talked-about 

girl at Stuyvesant High School, eclipsing Olympia’s star. Olympia spread a rumor that the 

poem’s author was Stephen, that he was using an ingenue to expand the audience for his work. 

A few weeks later Olympia publicly announced that rumor had been discredited, but Maggy’s 

social standing had been destroyed. The only students who would be seen with Maggy were 

younger girls like Silver who, at the time, was in the middle of her Ludwig Wittgenstein period. 

Maggy did not learn that her destroyer and protector was the same person until Hopper 

overheard Olympia confess her role in the affair to Fiona Apple at a party in Westbeth. In a 

pique of revenge for Olympia borrowing and ruining his favorite Ramones t-shirt, Hopper 

betrayed his sister and told Maggy the truth. “It doesn’t matter anymore,” she shrugged. 

“Stephen’s moved on to the next bright, shiny toy in his playpen.” 

Maggy left the city to attend college. After she returned from earning an MBA at 

Wharton, she took a job at Google, and discovered that Stephen, whose career as a poet was in 

decline, was among the dozen employees she supervised. Word got back to Hopper that it was 

an uncomfortable relationship. “It’s like one of those CW Network teen dramas every time they 

are in the same room,” he was informed. 

Maggy turned on her heels and left Stephen standing alone in front of the Prada store. 

Stephen noticed Hopper across the street and waved. Before Hopper could return the gesture, 

Ingrid called back. 
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“I called Olympia and talked to her as you requested, dear,” she said. 

“And?” he asked. “There were three parts to the request, you’ll recall.” 

“About the third part,” Ingrid began, “Olympia issued a, well, I don’t want to call it a 

demand exactly, but you’d probably be well-advised to do what she says if you want to have an 

actual, adult conversation with her.” 

“And that would be?” 

“She wants you to call,” Ingrid paused here. “She wants you to call Charlize Theron.” 

“What the actual fuck, Ingrid?” Hopper shouted, restraining himself from hurling his 

phone across Fifth Avenue. 

“Don’t yell at me, Hopper, I’m just the messenger,” Ingrid said. “Olympia said that she 

wants you to call Charlize Theron.” 

“And say what?” 

“Olympia said that you’d know what to say.” 

Hopper paused to take in what Ingrid had told him. He was getting dragged back into 

another complicated soap opera involving the women in his life. At a party in their Westbeth 

apartment back in 2019 to celebrate her latest screenwriting triumph, his mother had 

introduced him to Charlize Theron. The actress said very nice things about his mother’s novels. 

“I have all of them on my Kindle,” she said. “They are like a good luck charm for me when I’m 

traveling.” 

Hopper mentioned his own book, “Children of Monsters,” a study of children raised by 

artistic parents. 
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“Oh yes, my agent told me about that book,” Charlize said. “So, you are the author who 

wrote about his dysfunctional family in the guise of an academic study?” 

Their affair was kept a secret, even from the actress’ publicist. All seemed copacetic 

until production of the film based on Hopper’s book was postponed due to the pandemic. 

Instead, Olympia’s secret journal was the Tilley-Blandin literary venture that was turned 

into a movie. Olympia quit Charlize. Things between Charlize and Hopper unraveled. She said 

things to him that were the opposite of complimentary. She called him a jerk. She ghosted 

Hopper. 

If it weren’t for his children, he began to think, he would take a sabbatical from the 

University of Chicago and go to another country with a high vaccination rate to work on his 

much-anticipated third book. 

“Answer me this, Ingrid,” he said. “Is Charlize in on it, too?” 

“In on what, dear?” 

“This cabal that you, my mother, and Olympia have created,” he said. He could not help 

himself. His conspiracy theory about the women in his life was erupting like a vocabulary 

volcano. “It’s one thing to have Olympia and my mother turn on me. We’ve done that to each 

other our whole lives. But adding my ex-wife and former girlfriend to the mix is enough to make 

a guy paranoid.” 

“I’d love to tell you there’s nothing to worry about, dear,” Ingrid said, “but where’s the 

fun in that? Can’t your ex-wife enjoy torturing you?” 

“You can laugh all you want, but I’m worried that Olympia is going to do something to 

hurt Silver.” 
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“Silver’s a big girl, dear.” 

“Agreed, but Olympia has the superpowers of the dark side, Ingrid.” 

“This is not my problem, dear. Just man up and call Charlize,” she said. “I would love to 

continue this session of psychoanalysis with the psycho father of my children, but something 

just exploded in the kitchen, and I think I see flames.” 

Hopper noticed that Stephen had disappeared from view. 

He called Charlize Theron. 

“Yes, dear?” Charlize said when she answered her phone. 

What the actual fuck, indeed, he thought to himself. He ended the call before uttering a 

word. 
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Chapter 14 

Everything in Life Comes Down to Math 

 

June 16, 2022 – Since they had lived nearly 700 miles apart, Hopper talked to his best and 

perhaps only friend Huey Newton Wallace via weekly Zoom calls. These calls were check-ins, 

wide-ranging discussions between two men – one white, one Black — who had shed the fear of 

offending the other. Each conversation also included a digression to the subject of Olympia, 

whose last boyfriend had been…Huey. After the relationship between Huey and Olympia 

ended, the relationship Huey developed with Hopper strengthened. 

During their last conversation, the two men discussed an article both had randomly read 

about the impossibly tall, impossibly thin residential skyscraper located on East 57th Street in 

Manhattan, whose mailing address nonetheless was 432 Park Avenue, in front of which Hopper 

now stood. Hopper, with his well-established fear of heights, mentioned that, were he to live in 

one of the super-high apartments, he would occupy only about 25 percent of the square 

footage because he would not go anywhere near the windows. Huey, who had recently 

received his doctorate in applied mathematics marveled at the architecture and engineering 

advances that made these buildings possible. 

“It’s the mathematics,” Huey told Hopper. “Everything in life comes down to math.” 

Huey had just attended a ceremony at the University of Maryland where doctoral 

degrees were conferred. He handed his diploma to his parents. “Go ahead and frame it,” he 

told them. “Put it in your dining room to show off. I’ll pick it up a few years down the road 

when I settle down in a home of my own.” 

https://thirdednovak.com/2020/06/26/huey-newton-wallace/
https://robbreport.com/shelter/homes-for-sale/432-par-ave-penthouse-2945033/
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Huey then got into his graduation present from his parents — a new black Tesla Model 3 

— to drive across the country to start a new job at NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory in 

southern California. He Though he was technically a mathematician, he had dreamed for years 

about walking into white people’s cocktail parties and hearing the whispers of “there’s the 

black rocket scientist.” It had been his favorite inside joke with Olympia. 

Huey had calculated that he would need to make 11 stops to recharge the Tesla while 

driving cross country. His last recharging stop before arriving in Chicago, where he was to stay 

overnight with Hopper, was South Bend, Indiana. He texted Hopper from the charging station in 

South Bend to give an estimated arrival time and remark about “the usual terror 

over DWB while surrounded by whypeeple.” 

What happened next is part of several widely divergent and predictable narratives, but 

every single narrative ended with Huey’s death. 

The Indiana State Police official report on the incident noted that Huey’s new car did not 

display a license plate, though the report acknowledged the presence of a temporary tag taped 

inside a window that the trooper had missed. 

The Indiana State Police official report on the incident claimed that Huey was 

uncooperative with the trooper and refused to answer questions regarding the ownership of 

the car and Huey’s itinerary. The report claimed that Huey belligerently told the officer, “Name, 

rank, and serial number’s all I have to give you.” 

The Indiana State Police official report on the incident claimed that when the trooper 

threatened Huey with arrest for not cooperating, Huey had held his hands out and said, “Go 

ahead and try to arrest me, cracker. I will destroy you.” 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Driving_while_black
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The Indiana State Police official report on the incident claimed that Huey resisted being 

handcuffed and reached for the trooper’s duty pistol, a SIG-Sauer P227. The report claimed that 

the trooper and Huey wrestled for control of the pistol and that, in the struggle, the pistol 

discharged. The report noted that four bullets from the SIG-Sauer P227 hit Huey, none from 

point-blank range. The coroner’s report indicated that the fatal shot entered Huey’s back, 

piercing his heart. 

There were no witnesses. The trooper’s body camera was not functioning. The Indiana 

State Police and the Indiana State Police Alliance issued a joint statement: “Because body 

cameras were introduced into use by state troopers only recently, regrettably not all troopers 

have been fully trained in their use. We regret that Trooper [redacted]’s body camera was not 

functioning on the evening in question but look forward to creating a remedy for that situation 

in the near future. We also regret that outside agitators have unnecessarily injected the issue of 

race into this incident. Leadership and members of the Indiana State Police condemn all forms 

of racism.” 

The prosecuting attorney in St. Joseph County, in which the South Bend charging station 

is located, who was white like almost 90 percent of Indiana state troopers, investigated the 

death of Huey and issued a report filled with words like “regrettable,” “necessary,” and “tragic.” 

The report concluded that Huey’s words and actions had given the trooper cause to fear for his 

life and that the trooper had followed his training in responding with lethal force. 

At Huey’s memorial service, Hopper’s eulogy recalled the words from their conversation 

about 432 Park Avenue. “The world – and the Indiana State Police — can try to change the rules 

of math and claim that 2+2 does not equal four,” Hopper said, “but Huey would be quick to 

https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2021/06/14/two-plus-two
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point out that any builder who thinks otherwise will see their creations crash to the ground. 

Just like condo in Florida.” 

The Indiana State Police and the Indiana State Police Alliance condemned Hopper’s 

eulogy, stating that “law and order in the state of Indiana is and always has been color-blind.” 

Over lunch earlier in the day, Lola had expressed a personal concern about his author. 

“You don’t have any friends anymore,” Lola said, “only your students and subjects, people like 

me who get paid to be nice to you, and all those goddamn women in your life.” 

Hopper had just stared out the window of the dining room of Eleven Madison Park, 

admiring the window treatments. 

“It’s not healthy,” Lola said. 

“I know,” Hopper responded. “Jesus, I know.” 

As Hopper stared up towards the top of 432 Park Avenue, he did not experience the 

tingling in the soles of his feet and palms of his hands that almost always accompanied his 

encounters with extraordinarily tall buildings and structures. 

Hopper wept. 
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Chapter 15 

The Stained-Collar Crime Wave 

 

June 16, 2022 – As Hopper continued walking north on Park Avenue, he was reminded of the 

stories his father told him about art and the art world. 

“You can always tell that you are in a neighborhood filled with high rates of unreported 

crime by how many private art galleries are located there,” Hopper’s father told him. “There 

are more art galleries in New York than any other city, and more art galleries on the Upper East 

Side than any other neighborhood in the world.” 

Noting that the clothing of artists was typically splattered with paint, Hopper’s father 

called this phenomenon “stained-collar crime,” after the ways art dealers tricked individual 

collectors and the painters they purportedly represented. “It’s more like prostitution,” he 

explained. “Someone gets fucked, money is exchanged, and no one wants to talk about it 

afterwards when they realize what actually happened.” 

Early in his career before he became famous, Hopper’s father was often commissioned 

by friends of friends with limited resources to copy famous paintings to hang in their living 

rooms. “Mostly abstract art,” he told Hopper. “Rothko, Kline, Kandinsky. That ilk. Never Jackson 

Pollock, though. That was way too much work. My copies somehow gave people something 

they needed in their lives at a fraction of the price.” 

His father was a good storyteller or, as Hopper in adulthood would describe him, “a 

talented bullshit artist.” Hopper loved hearing about the art dealers who would visit a home 

and see one of his father’s copies, try to convince the owners that they were sitting on valuable 

https://www.nga.gov/features/mark-rothko.html
https://www.moma.org/artists/3148
https://www.guggenheim.org/artwork/artist/vasily-kandinsky?gclid=EAIaIQobChMIwPza3NSi8QIVjLrICh1mQAbBEAAYASAAEgINYfD_BwE&gclsrc=aw.ds
https://www.guggenheim.org/artwork/artist/jackson-pollock?gclid=EAIaIQobChMI3e-o_NSi8QIVkInICh27UgOpEAAYASAAEgJpcvD_BwE&gclsrc=aw.ds
https://www.guggenheim.org/artwork/artist/jackson-pollock?gclid=EAIaIQobChMI3e-o_NSi8QIVkInICh27UgOpEAAYASAAEgJpcvD_BwE&gclsrc=aw.ds
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works, and offering to sell the paintings for vast riches to the gullible minus their commissions. 

His father would never betray the names of the dealers because, as he told his son, “Art dealers 

don’t care what you think of them, but they don’t want a lot of people to know what you think 

of them.” 

During each of his birthday celebrations for the past 20 years, Hopper’s father would 

regale partygoers in his Westbeth apartment to another chapter in the saga of the New York art 

dealer Joseph Duveen and the art historian and critic Bernard Berenson, who together swindled 

wealthy industrialists and financiers out of money and pride in the early 20th century. 

He told his stories like a carnival barker: “Gather around, folks, and listen to a true tale 

about the fraud, deception, malfeasance, and the pure genius behind the construction of the 

world-famous Cloisters Museum right here in New York City. The story features a former 

taxidermist from Iowa named George Grey Barnard; the two greatest of the American Robber 

Barons, J. Pierpont Morgan and John D. Rockefeller; and our hero, the art dealer Joseph 

Duveen. You will come to understand the curious connection between the Cloisters, the 

sculptures of 33 nudes at the entrance to the Pennsylvania state capitol in Harrisburg, and the 

remains of the ninth century Benedictine abbey in Saint Michel-de-Cuxa in southern France. 

And you will marvel at the clumsy system of French governance and oversight on the eve of 

World War I.” 

Hopper’s father swore to the veracity of all the stories, sourced from a book published 

decades ago, a dozen of which he owned and invited visitors to inspect. “The author, I am told, 

was a scoundrel,” Hopper’s father claimed, “but the book received a long front-page review by 

John Updike in the New York Times Book Review.” 

https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/1951/09/29/the-days-of-duveen
https://itatti.harvard.edu/bernard-berenson
https://www.nytimes.com/1987/03/29/books/how-to-milk-a-millionaire.html
https://www.nytimes.com/1987/03/29/books/how-to-milk-a-millionaire.html
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Stephen, who was invited to attend the birthday parties after he was awarded a 

MacArthur Grant, fact-checked every story by using the book his father had mentioned. “Your 

father certainly embellishes the stories to make them more interesting,” he told Hopper, “but 

not by much.” 

The guests at the Tilley-Blandin celebrations were entertained by these hijinks, but 

Hopper saw how much work his father put into the telling of the stories. Bullet points for each 

year’s story were committed to index cards, memorized, rehearsed for hours, and filed away to 

ensure a story would never be repeated. 

As Hopper was negotiating the path underneath the permanent scaffolding in front of 

the infamous 740 Park Avenue coop, he saw a familiar young woman without a mask 

approaching him. Her name came to him a beat after they passed. 

“Gerty!” he shouted, turning around to face the woman. “It’s Hopper,” he said, pulling 

down his face mask with the pug. 

“Hopper!” the woman nearly shrieked with a mixture of mirth and terror. 

Gerty was the person who found Hopper’s father alone and dead in his studio. Gerty’s 

subsequent 15 minutes of fame within the art world lasted approximately 36 hours, or until the 

news of Eric Fischl’s passing from complications of long-haul COVID-19. 

Hopper had been in the same room with Gerty only once, twice actually, if you count 

the funeral and the wake for his father separately. Gerty had been overly distraught at the 

wake, attracting some scorn from the people who thought paramours should abide by certain 

rules of comportment in the presence of the deceased’s actual loved ones. At his mother’s 

prompting, Hopper escorted Gerty outside the funeral home and chatted her up, learning more 

https://ny.curbed.com/2016/8/11/12439468/elizabeth-kent-swig-740-park-avenue-duplex-sold
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about her life coming from the wrong side of Providence, Rhode Island, than he wanted to 

know. Then she confessed, “I read your book.” 

Hopper looked up, nodded, and smiled. 

“I think you were very unfair in the treatment of your father,” she said. 

“My father, may he rest in peace,” Hopper responded, “was an asshole.” 

Those were the last words spoken between them until now. After fumbling through 

some awkwardness, Gerty explained to Hopper that she was now managing an art gallery a few 

blocks away. 

“The owner sells limited edition prints,” she said. “He sells them to galleries all over the 

country, who then do the mark-up on their clients.” 

“Sounds like a wholesaler racket,” Hopper said. 

“I know, right?” Gerty responded. “I had no idea until now how lucrative art could be, 

even for artists not as famous as your father. The cash just keeps flowing in, even during the 

worst of the pandemic lockdown. Rich people think of the art as investments. Nothing is 

proving them wrong. I may open up my own gallery in a couple of years.” 

Her statement reminded Hopper of the epitaph on his father’s grave marker: “Dead 

artists roll over in their graves.” 

Hopper’s father had insisted on having his corpse buried in a traditional manner. 

Hopper’s mother had arranged to have him buried in Friends Quaker Cemetery near Prospect 

Park in Brooklyn. “It’s closed to the public,” she said. His mother had drawn up a list of people 

who would be allowed to visit his grave. Hopper had not seen the list, nor had Silver. However, 

Olympia claimed to have a copy. Another of Olympia’s secrets. 
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“I visited your father’s grave last week,” Gerty said. “It’s tranquil and inspiring.” 

Hopper had never visited his father’s grave. He wondered if Ingrid was on the 

list. Probably, he thought to himself. 

“I’m glad you found peace with him,” Hopper said, at the same time wondering how 

many of his father’s mistresses were on the secret list. 

“I know you have hard feelings about your father, Hopper, but he loved you,” Gerty 

said. “He talked about you all the time.” 

Hopper paused. 

“I never knew him to talk about anyone but himself,” he said. 

“I think he was intimidated by you,” she said. “You need to forgive him.” 

After confirming they were both vaccinated and exchanging phone numbers, Hopper 

and Gerty hugged. Hopper felt good about allowing himself to be hugged by Gerty and 

returning the embrace. He felt himself forgiving Gerty for sleeping with his father, for not 

arriving in time to save his life, and for thinking that maybe she felt entitled to some small slice 

of his family’s life. 

Maybe, he thought, she deserved part of my father. After all, she had given herself over 

to him. 

Hopper liked the feeling. He vowed to himself to call Gerty in a couple of months to see 

how she was doing. 

“We are living in the wrong century,” Hopper’s father told guests on his birthday during 

the centennial anniversary of the Armory Show of 1913. “Art, serious art that can change the 

way people think about the world, died after Jackson Pollock was featured in Life magazine in 

https://www.npr.org/2013/02/17/172002686/armory-show-that-shocked-america-in-1913-celebrates-100
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1949. Painters became celebrities creating fungible assets. They stopped being artists. 

Contemporary art is just an absurdist parody of itself.” 
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Chapter 16 

The Hard Work of Friendship 

 

June 16, 2022 – After Hopper had unexpectedly ended the call with Charlize, he understood 

that Ingrid and Olympia had been wrong. He did not know what to say to her. However, after 

meeting his late father’s lover Gerty, he felt fortified enough to call Charlize again. 

“Yes, dear?” she answered as if he had not just hung up on her. 

“I’m thinking about an old friend named Rudy,” he said. He thought this might be a 

promising opener. 

“Continue,” she said, sounding intrigued. 

Hopper was thinking about his Stuyvesant classmate Rudy because he was walking 

by Lenox Hill Hospital. 

Rudy was the closest thing Hopper had to a best friend when he was a teenager. After 

high school, Rudy had gone to college on the West Coast, but he and Hopper reunited during 

academic breaks in New York. The summer that Hopper worked for his mother’s agents Leo and 

Molly, he and Rudy were playing one-on-one basketball on a Saturday afternoon in St. 

Catherine’s Park at East 68th Street and First Avenue. Rudy crossed over his dribble, gaining a 

half-step advantage on Hopper as he drove to the basket for a layup. In attempting to recover 

on defense, Hopper inadvertently stepped on Rudy’s foot, tripping him and sending Rudy to the 

pavement. A gash opened up above his left eye that immediately began to bleed profusely. 

“Fucker!” Rudy shouted. “Give me your shirt.” 

“What?” 

https://lenoxhill.northwell.edu/?utm_source=provider_listing&utm_medium=partner&utm_campaign=doctor_dot_com
https://www.nycgovparks.org/parks/st-catherines-park
https://www.nycgovparks.org/parks/st-catherines-park
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“I need it to stanch the bleeding.” 

“But it’s my favorite shirt,” Hopper whined. It was an old Ramones t-shirt that he had 

purloined from his father. 

Rudy looked at Hopper, then stated an opinion as a fact, “You fouled me, dude.” 

Hopper decided against arguing, removed his t-shirt, and handed it to Rudy. 

“We’ll go over the ER at Lenox Hill to stitch this up,” Rudy said. “You can keep your shirt 

with my dried blood as a souvenir of your crime.” 

Hopper smiled at the memory of his only visit to Lenox Hill Hospital. In the emergency 

room, no one seemed to notice or mind him, a sweaty, skinny man-boy in shorts, Pumas, and 

no shirt. Whenever he saw or read the hospital mentioned in the news, he thought of Rudy. 

Rudy and his family lived in that huge condominium complex in the 200 block of East 

65th Street. Like Hopper, Rudy had two younger sisters, and like Hopper, Rudy liked to observe, 

record, and evaluate. On Saturday mornings when they were teenagers, when he didn’t go to 

the New York Public Library, Hopper often skateboarded from Westbeth uptown to Central 

Park and met Rudy behind the Metropolitan Museum of Art. They would spread out on the 

lawn next to The Obelisk for hours and watch and comment on the rich pageant on East Drive 

of expensive outfits on joggers, lumpy tourists, churlish and ungentlemanly cyclists, hipster dog 

walkers, and fashionistas as they paraded past them. Afterwards, they skateboarded to Rudy’s 

apartment, ate lunch, and played basketball or watched recordings of the “Dick Cavett Show.” 

Rudy’s father owned a collection of Cavett’s shows in VHS format. It was the boys’ form of 

vacation from overweening parents and undermining siblings. 

“I’ve heard some stories about your friend Rudy,” Charlize said. 

https://streeteasy.com/building/manhattan-house
https://www.centralparknyc.org/locations/obelisk
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Dick_Cavett_Show
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“How do you know about Rudy?” Hopper asked. “I’m sure I never mentioned him to 

you.” 

“Ingrid told me. She and Rudy still talk.” 

“And you talk to my ex-wife because?” 

“She’s nice, Hopper,” Charlize said. “I like her, and we have you in common.” 

Hopper had not talked to Rudy since he married Ingrid. Rudy had flown from Swaziland 

on special dispensation from the Peace Corps to be Hopper’s best man. At the insistence of 

Ingrid and her sisters, they were wed in a traditional service at one of the Presbyterian churches 

in Manhattan. “I can only stay one night,” Rudy explained, “and then back to the farm.” At the 

reception, Rudy refused to talk about his experiences as a Peace Corps volunteer. “Let’s just 

keep it light and focused on you and Ingrid today, OK?” he told Hopper. 

Rudy returned to the States after his tour in southern Africa. He stayed in New York with 

his parents for a few weeks, then moved to Seattle to take a job with Amazon. Hopper knew 

none of this at the time. Occasionally, Ingrid would share news with her husband about Rudy. 

She was the one who told Hopper about Rudy’s job at Amazon. She was the person who broke 

the news to Hopper that Rudy had come out as gay. She told Hopper when Rudy had gotten 

married in a small, family-only ceremony on an island in Puget Sound. She told him when Rudy 

and his spouse had adopted a baby girl from Guatemala. 

Hopper was not surprised to learn that Ingrid still talked to Rudy. When they were 

married, Ingrid kept a schedule of who she was going to call, email, or post on the refrigerator 

calendar. Her friends and family. His family. She called Rudy once a month. “If you want to have 
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a relationship with someone, you have to work at it,” Ingrid said. “Your trouble is that having 

friends is just not that important to you.” 

Hopper liked Rudy even though Ingrid would say things like, “you like the idea of Rudy 

more than the actual Rudy.” He did not blame himself for letting go of Rudy because Rudy had 

also let go of Hopper. He was confident that Rudy believed that trying to be friends with 

someone you couldn’t see, touch, or smell just did not make sense. Hopper believed that, had 

Rudy moved to Chicago or Hopper to Seattle, they most likely would have picked up the 

conversation where they left off. 

“Why would Ingrid tell you about Rudy?” Hopper asked Charlize. 

“Because, Hopper, you are an interesting character study,” she said. “Ingrid was more 

than willing to fill in the blanks you left strewn across our relationship.” 

Hopper let the non-compliment compliment soak in. Like the non-friendship friendship 

with Rudy. Like the non-romance romance with Charlize. Like the non-marriage marriage with 

Ingrid. 

“I’m sorry,” he said. 

“Sorry for what?” Charlize asked. “You’re an adult, Hopper, not a five-year-old boy. If 

you are going to apologize, you have to identify the source of your remorse.” 

“I’m sorry,” Hopper began, then paused. “I’m sorry that I didn’t take the hint and just let 

you go.” 

“Continue.” 
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“I’m sorry that I didn’t believe you when you told me who you were and what you 

wanted from me. I didn’t learn anything in my marriage to Ingrid and you got the worst of me 

as a result.” 

“Interesting,” she murmured. “I’m sorry, too.” 

“Why are you sorry?” 

“Haven’t you ever liked someone, liked them a lot, but you realized that they want 

something from you that you can’t give?” she asked. 

Yes,” he answered. 

“Sometimes even two people who think they know each other so well have no idea 

what’s going on between them,” she said. 

“How so?” 

“Because, Hopper, you get confused by sex,” she answered. 

They did not have sex the night his mother introduced them. They had dinner in Soho 

the next night. She laughed at his stories and flirted with him, but they did not have sex. 

Instead, Hopper caught the red-eye to Chicago so that he could meet with his dean the next 

morning. Her parting words to Hopper as he got into his Uber were, “I like you, Hopper Tilley-

Blandin, but don’t wait on me. I’m not reliable to anyone except my kids.” 

Hopper did not see Charlize for two months, but in that time, he emailed her every day. 

Lengthy disquisitions on parenting, the progress on writing his second book, the time his 

mother flew to South Africa to meet Nelson Mandela for 15 minutes, the failure of his marriage, 

the differences between New York and Chicago, and why he rooted for the Chicago Cubs 

instead of the New York Mets. 
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Charlize never indicated having read his emails. She texted him exactly five times, in 

order: 

1. “You’re exhausting me.” 

2. “Are you a starfucker?” 

3. “Don’t fall in love with the idea of me.” 

4. “I want to talk to your ex-wife.” 

5. “I will be laying over at O’Hare tomorrow and have a hotel room at the Hilton. 

Come by for dinner and bring your toothbrush.” 

 

The morning after they had sex for the first time, Charlize told Hopper to sit down after 

he brushed his teeth. 

“You are very good at sex,” she said. “I like your gaze and would like to have more sex 

with you, but I want to be clear about one thing. I am not looking to fall in love and get married. 

I do not need a partner to live with me. I don’t believe in soulmates. Maybe, just maybe, I could 

handle a boyfriend who has his own life independent of mine. Don’t confuse sex with feelings. 

Don’t raise your expectations with me.” 

Up until the onset of the pandemic, Hopper considered himself to be a good boyfriend. 

He worked with his students, did his research, and made progress with several scholarly articles 

and his second book. He parented his children. He lived his life. Charlize would text her 

availability. 

Looking back, Hopper could see that she revealed little of herself to him, too. She 

appeared to live very much in the present and the future. She deflected his questions about her 

past, while she learned everything about him from Ingrid. He saw her only at her best and most 
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seductive. She seemed to glide through her existence, never revealing how hard she had to 

grind. And, she insisted, their relationship must remain a secret. 

“You aren’t going to walk any red carpets with me in the foreseeable future.” 

They had dinner and sex in San Francisco, Milwaukee, Pittsburgh, Washington DC, 

London, Atlanta, and the O’Hare Airport Hilton (many times). Weekend retreats involved hiking, 

meals, and sex in wilderness retreats removed from other people. They talked mostly about 

their children, their work, politics, religion, and the absurdities in life. Good, meaty, serious 

discussions. He observed, recorded, and evaluated his relationship with Charlize, but he 

confused sex with feelings. At the outset of the pandemic, Charlize informed him that he should 

not expect her to be in contact with him or share her location with him. 

“If I told you where I was,” she said, “you would just try to find me.” 

“What’s wrong with trying to ride this thing out with me?” 

“It has nothing to do with you, Hopper,” she said. “You need to do your thing. I need to 

do my thing, and we both need to be with our kids.” 

Charlize disappeared from Hopper’s life, reappeared, and then disappeared again. And 

now, unexpectedly, she had reappeared again. 

“Hopper, I’m on my way to New York to have dinner with you tonight.” 

“Dinner?” he asked. “Tonight?” 

“That’s right, just dinner,” she answered evenly. “The movie’s back on.“ 

“I heard.” 

“Don’t confuse dinner with sex.” 
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“I’m here on family business,” he said. “I am returning to Chicago tomorrow to meet 

with a group of my graduate students.” 

“I know. Ingrid told me about the favor you are doing for her,” she said. “Spending the 

night alone in her late sister’s apartment? How ghoulish, sleeping in a dead woman’s home. I 

liked Birgit. I’m sorry about her passing. I will arrive in Manhattan in about two hours. There’s a 

restaurant with South African food called Kaia. I think we can dine there and talk without any 

fuss.” 

“I don’t know,” Hopper said. 

“Hopper, do you want Olympia to take your calls?” 

“Whoa, is this blackmail?” he asked. “If I agree to have dinner with you, then my sister 

will talk to me?” 

“Blackmail? That’s such an ugly word,” Charlize said. “Let’s just go with the old-

fashioned quid pro quo.” 
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Chapter 17 

Silver Keeps Her Agency 

 

June 16, 2022 – “May I call you in the next 10 minutes?” the text from Olympia asked. Hopper 

was taken aback by Olympia’s sudden observance of his rule to text before calling. 

“Yes,” he responded. 

Hopper was standing in front of the apartment building on East 79th Street that had 

been firebombed several months earlier by a domestic terrorist group. A group of five masked 

men had forced their way into the lobby by showing, according to the doorman on duty, 

“Glocks and AR-15’s.” They hurled Molotov cocktails like Mardi Gras beads. Two of the bombs 

made their way into an elevator. The terrorists had mistaken the apartment building for one of 

the residences in Manhattan owned by former New York Mayor Michael Bloomberg. 

The entrance was still scorched, but the elevator had been restored to service. The 

building’s management and their insurer were still deadlocked on payment for the remainder 

of the restoration. 

The terrorists were arrested the following day in Pennsylvania and Ohio. They had left a 

note at the scene directing their ire at Bloomberg, a note with several intact fingerprints of the 

wife of one of the men. Apparently, he had used her stationery. The FBI, the ATF, and the NYPD 

had gotten maximum publicity at the time of the arrest, but people were beginning to forget 

the names of the perpetrators. The trial was not set to start for several months. All five men 

had pleaded not guilty. They were angered and felt justified in their actions by Bloomberg’s 
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support for gun control legislation and his financial contributions to political candidates who 

promised to rein in unregulated gun ownership. 

In dueling statements, the men – through their attorney — claimed that “this action 

should send a message to the tyrants and communists who want to deprive freedom loving 

Americans of their rights,” and Bloomberg responded, “I probably am a tyrant. Most people 

think of me as a capitalist, not a communist. And I have never owned nor lived in the building 

those idiots tried to destroy. I feel bad for the tenants.” 

No one was killed and or injured. Quick action by the doorman and the building 

superintendent helped contain the blaze before the fire department arrived to finish 

extinguishing the fire. The bombing was the tenth of its type that year; domestic terrorist 

groups – several citing “the stolen presidential election of 2020” and “the takeover of our 

government by corrupt political elites who are dedicated to destroying the country that we 

love” – targeted groups supporting women’s rights, Black Lives Matter, LGBTQ+ groups, gun 

control, and, of course, CNN. 

Hopper was certain that he, Rudy, and Silver had been to a party in the building when 

he was a senior in high school. The apartment’s father had a VHS recording of “Anchorman,” 

karaoke was sung, and he and Silver woke up on the floor of a guest bedroom when the 

apartment’s mother called everyone into the kitchen for pancakes. Were the wholesome kids in 

flyover country doing the same thing? he asked himself. 

Hopper turned to continue his walk but bumped into a man. He noticed that it was 

Stephen. “Sorry,” Hopper said. 

“Why are you sorry?” Stephen asked. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NJQ4qEWm9lU
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“It just what people say,” Hopper answered. “Manners are expected.” 

“Do you always do what’s expected?” Stephen asked, turning away from Hopper and 

quickly disappearing down the block. 

Hopper was brought back to present by Olympia’s ringtone, Bo Burnham’s “That Funny 

Feeling.” 

“It’s odd,” he told Olympia. “I keep running into Stephen. You know, the poet. I know 

he’s dead, but he’s everywhere I go today. I just had a brief conversation with him on East 

79th Street.” 

“You are mental or lying,” Olympia said. “Or both. Probably both. Definitely both.” 

“Were you friends with Stephen?” 

“Yes. You didn’t take Stephen seriously when he was alive,” Olympia said. “He was a 

poet, trying to make the world more palatable for the rest of us. That’s noble. You were just 

consuming everyone and everything around you.” 

“Well… I…” 

“You see, this is why no one likes you, big brother, and why people adore me,” she 

began. “I give a fuck. Everyone and everything for you is transactional.” 

“No.” 

“Really? Did you know that Stephen was an athlete, that he made the Olympic rowing 

team in 1980?” 

“The Olympics we boycotted?” 

“Yes. Did you know that Stephen graduated from NYU Law School near the top of his 

class and went to work for one of the better law firms on Wall Street? Did you know that he lost 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WPB6u1BqZqU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WPB6u1BqZqU
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that law firm job after the stock market crashed in 1987? Did you know that he moved to Paris 

afterwards and started to write poetry? That he met and married a woman named Josie from 

South Carolina and they had a son? That they moved back to New York, divorced, and Josie 

returned to Paris with their son?” 

“Not all of it,” Hopper answered. “I mean, our mother told me was a lawyer with a kid. 

But all he wanted to talk about with me was getting an apartment in Westbeth.” 

“That’s all you remember because he wanted something you had, but he was so much 

more than that and you could not have cared less.” 

“None of us is perfect.” 

“Don’t throw that line of bullshit at me now,” she shouted. “You know, our mother and 

my movie premieres tonight and there’s media and a party and I’m a little busy right now and 

my nerves are super frayed, but you want so desperately to insinuate yourself into my day. 

Let’s get down to it because I need to go. To what do I owe the pleasure?” 

“It’s Silver,” he answered. 

“Continue.” 

“I am concerned,” he began. “I don’t know how to put this in a diplomatic or loving 

fashion.” 

“Just say it,” Olympia said. “Whatever you have to say, I’ll get mad at you and then end 

up forgiving you because we all end up forgiving you in the end. Just like we always do.” 

“Okay. You keep – or kept – journals about Silver. Her secrets and some of yours. Things 

that you saw or heard. Private things. Things that could hurt Silver if people outside of our 

family knew about them.” 
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“Just so you know, Hopper, I keep a journal on you, too. And one each on our mother 

and our dear, departed father.” 

“Thanks for letting me know?” Hopper began. “Look, you’re getting a lot of traction in 

the world now because you turned your fake journal about Sylvia — I mean ‘Astrid’ — into a 

movie. Are you going to keep your momentum going by turning your journals about Silver into 

movies, too? You can treat her like Amanda Knox.” 

“Hopper, you are a motherfucker,” Olympia said right before ending the call. 

Hopper stopped walking and looked south on Second Avenue. He saw a taxi nearly hit 

an elderly woman with a cane jaywalking about 150 feet away from him. 

Olympia called him back. 

“You know, big brother, I am not really beautiful. Probably not pretty, either,” she said. 

“Not like Silver at least. But I am comfortable in my own skin and this movie project has begun 

to restore my confidence after Chasen squashed me like a bug. A little success and confidence 

will make the world think that a mousy woman like me is the sexiest beast around.” 

“And Silver?” 

“Silver and I had this conversation last year,” Olympia said. “She and I now agree about 

the journals. She is in possession of the only copies of the journals that mention her. There’s 

nothing there. It’s cute and kind of adorable that our big brother is trying – however feebly – to 

look out for his little sister against the plotting of the forgotten middle child.” 

“It’s not like that…” 

https://slate.com/culture/2021/07/stillwater-amanda-knox-case-similarities-matt-damon-movie.html
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“Yes, it is,” Olympia barked. “That’s why I am glad that Silver called me on it. We had 

quite a fight about the journals. She called me on what she described as my ‘avarice and 

ambition.’ She was right. I gotta give the girl props for keeping her agency.” 

“That’s nice,” Hopper said. “I mean it.” 

“Hopper?” 

“Yes?” 

“I swear to god that I will kill you if you sleep with Charlize Theron tonight.” 

“We’re just having dinner. Wait, how did you know about our dinner?” 

“The National Security Agency has nothing on us when it comes to your life.” 

“Who is this ‘us’ you just mentioned?” 

“The women in your life,” Olympia answered. “We care about your sorry ass. That’s all 

you need to know.” 
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Chapter 18 

Hopper’s Real Estate Advice 

 

June 16, 2022 – Hopper’s mother once took him to Elaine’s. He was eight years old, found 

himself surrounded by grown-ups his mother told him were famous, and none of it mattered to 

him because all he wanted to do was eat Elaine’s fettuccini all night. His mother had just 

delivered the manuscript for her next sure-fire bestselling novel to her editor, and she wanted 

to celebrate around other writers. “These are my people,” she told her son. 

“Do all the other writers live in Elaine’s?” he asked. 

“No, but you will always find the important writers at Elaine’s,” she said. “Elaine 

understands us in ways that even your father can’t. She understands that writing is the hardest 

thing in the world.” 

“Harder than arithmetic?” he asked. 

“Yes.” 

“Harder than building the World Trade Center?” 

“Yes.” 

“Harder than being president of the United States?” 

“Yes.” 

“So, it is really hard,” young Hopper concluded, then asked: “What’s the easiest thing in 

the world?” 

“Editing,” his mother answered quickly. “Editing other people’s writing is the easiest 

thing in the world.” 

https://www.nytimes.com/2011/05/18/nyregion/elaines-legendary-new-york-hangout-to-close.html
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“I don’t understand,” Hopper responded. 

“If you ever become a writer, you will understand,” his mother said. “My advice is never 

become a writer.” 

On an index card, his mother wrote down the names of the writers she introduced him 

to that night: Nora Ephron, Joseph Heller, Nicholas Pileggi, George Plimpton, Mario 

Puzo, William Styron, and Kurt Vonnegut. He still had that list, now quite faded, folded in his 

wallet. He read Heller and Vonnegut in high school, Styron in college, and Puzo for fun. Hopper 

remembered that several other people came by to wish his mother well, whom his mother said 

were famous for something other than writing, but she did not write down their names. To 

Hopper at the time, they all seemed impossibly old. 

Now they were all dead. So was Elaine Kaufman, the famous proprietor of the 

restaurant. And, for that matter, so was the restaurant, which closed more than a decade ago, 

after Elaine’s death. His mother told him that Elaine’s became another restaurant called The 

Writing Room — which closed during the pandemic — and some fancy condos above the 

restaurant called The Residences at the Writing Room.   

“It’s like when a really good singer goes to Las Vegas,” his mother said. “They no longer 

have anything original to offer. All they can sell is nostalgia.” 

The establishment at 1703 2nd Avenue was now a TGI Fridays. Hopper wondered if the 

condos had been rebranded as The Residences at TGI Fridays. He looked in the window. The 

restaurant was somewhere between happy hour and dinner. He saw Stephen sitting with Dilly 

and Boody in a booth. They leaned into to say something in a conspiratorial fashion and then 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nora_Ephron
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joseph_Heller
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nicholas_Pileggi
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Plimpton
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mario_Puzo
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mario_Puzo
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Styron
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kurt_Vonnegut
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Catch-22
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Slaughterhouse-Five
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sophie%27s_Choice_(novel)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Godfather_(novel)
https://www.thewritingroomnyc.com/
https://www.thewritingroomnyc.com/
https://www.compass.com/building/the-residences-at-the-writing-room-manhattan-ny/282048698324640837/
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burst out laughing. Hopper caught Stephen’s eye. Stephen wrote something on his napkin and 

held it up for Hopper to read: “don’t believe in ghosts.” 

As Stephen turned his attention back to Dilly and Boody, Hopper heard the ringtone for 

his mother, “Stacy’s Mom” by Fountains of Wayne. As a rule, his mother never called him. Not 

even when his father was found dead in his studio. Gerty, who had found Hopper’s father 

unresponsive, had called his mother before the police arrived. His mother had called Silver with 

the news. Silver called Olympia. Olympia called Ingrid, and his ex-wife called him with the news 

that he was now the man in the family. 

Manhattan was beginning to gear up for another big-city evening. 

“I just wanted to break the good news to you,” his mother said. Hopper was 

immediately suspicious. Often good news for her came at some expense to him. The last time 

she announced “good news” to him – at the onset of the pandemic — Hopper and Ingrid 

started sleeping together, there was a flare-up of old tensions, his father attempted to seduce 

Ingrid, and Hopper had been banished from the family home to seek shelter elsewhere. 

“Continue, mother,” he said. 

“Production is going to start up again on that movie based on your little book,” she 

squealed. “’The Living Paintings’ is going to the big screen!” 

“It’s called ‘The Living Canvases,’” mother,” Hopper responded. “Edward Norton already 

told me.” 

“Oh, that little rat!” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dZLfasMPOU4
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“Yeah, and I think Charlize Theron mentioned something about it to me, too,” he said. 

“And I am pretty sure that Olympia and Ingrid must know. Maybe not Silver. Maybe you should 

call Silver with the surprise.” 

“Why do you have to be so mean to me?” his mother asked. 

Hopper was sure it was a rhetorical question, but he was going to answer it anyway. 

“Mother, I love you just as much as you love me,” he said. “And I think we treat each 

other with the same level of respect.” 

Crickets. 

Hopper started to feel guilty about telling the truth to his mother. 

“I have little doubt that you were the little engine that got our movie out of turnaround 

hell,” he said. He did not really want to be mean to his mother, even though he had spoiled her 

surprise. 

“Perhaps,” she said, trying to sound, to Hopper’s ear, coy. His mother could do a mean 

Myrna Loy impersonation. 

“So, how are the preparations going for tonight’s big movie premiere?” he asked. 

Hopper had a tremendous amount of respect for his mother’s acumen in the realms of 

storytelling and sales. 

“Oh, that? That’s really Olympia’s triumph,” his mother said, sounding dismissive. 

“Wait, are you even going to the premiere?” 

“I suppose I can slip in before the lights dim,” she said. “I mean, who wants to see an old 

woman on the red carpet?” 

“There are plenty of older women on the red carpet, mother.” 
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“Yes, perhaps, but they are paid a lot of money to look glamorous in front the camera. I 

am just a dumpy writer without a stylist or even any decent evening attire.” 

“I am not going to argue with you about your vanity, mother,” Hopper said. 

“Okay, then, speaking of vanity, how are things coming with the next, much-anticipated 

book by bestselling author Hopper Tilley-Blandin?” 

“You don’t have to mock me that way, mother,” he said. “We both know who wears the 

writer’s pants in this family.” 

“Sometimes you need to be taken down a few pegs,” she said. “What did your editor 

say? I understand that you had lunch with him today. Or is it her? I can never be sure.” 

“Lola wants me to write about Ingrid and me,” he answered. “He loves the idea of 

exploring what I call the ‘non-marriage marriage.’ All I have to do is convince my ex-wife that 

it’s a good idea to relitigate our marriage, describe what happened between us during the 

pandemic, and lay out the story of the post-divorce conception of our third child in print.” 

Without missing a beat, his mother came back at him. 

“The way I see it, you did Ingrid a favor by impregnating her with Elizabeth,” she said. 

“Maybe it’s time for her to return the favor.” 

“You make our relationship sound so transactional,” Hopper said. 

“Human beings are transactional, my son, and marriage is a business relationship,” she 

said. “If there is a divorce but children are involved, the business might be bankrupt, but it is 

still an ongoing concern overseen by the courts.” 

“Thank you, mother. Your advice, as always, is illuminating.” 
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Hopper always found his mother’s advice useful in terms of coming to understand how 

she interacted with the world, rather than anything that he might find useful in his life. 

“You’re welcome, son,” his mother said. “I suppose that I should thank you for going to 

all that bother with the Westbeth apartment this morning. I have decided to settle in Los 

Angeles, like Joan Didion did that time. You might as well arrange to have everything from the 

apartment shipped from the storage facility once I have decided upon a residence.” 

This was a bit of good news for Hopper. He was appalled by storage facilities. “People 

just have too much shit,” he had told Silver. “They just buy and buy and buy and they don’t 

even have enough room where they live for all the crap they buy.” 

“Do you think I should live near the ocean or closer to the studio?” his mother 

continued. “I am booked solid with the studio for the foreseeable future.” 

“It’s nice to be wanted,” he answered. “You have a lot of money for a writer. Why not 

do both? You can afford it. Get a house near the ocean and a house near the studio.” 

“Thank you,” she said. “That’s actually…good advice.” 

“You’re welcome,” he said. Hopper thought it was the first time his mother had ever 

seriously considered his opinion on anything. 

“Good luck with your dinner tonight,” his mother said. “With Charlize, you will need it. I 

swear to God that I will cut you out of my will if I find out that you slept with her in that dead 

woman’s apartment tonight.” 
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Chapter 19 

Hopper Visits a Dead Woman’s Apartment 

 

June 16, 2022 – Birgit Brzezinski had accumulated substantial wealth during her career as an 

investment banker with Goldman Sachs. Her knowledge and skills were formidable, but her 

talent lay in seduction. She knew how to play men’s prejudices. She had come of age in finance 

when few women were welcome, much less hired. Birgit exploited her looks and charm 

ruthlessly to acquire male clients, manage them, and charge them vast sums of money for use 

of her firm’s resources. She was widely considered an asset to the firm and liked by those who 

remained on her good side. She avoided the limelight. 

Birgit had never married. She seemed to cycle through men at the rate of about one 

every two years or so for the past 30 years. “Men are convenient until they’re not,” she 

concluded. “The men in my personal life are essentially fungible.” 

Her sisters knew that her last boyfriend was named Carlos. Just Carlos. Birgit never 

shared the last name of any of her men, the better for her sisters to not get emotionally 

attached or to stalk them. She shared that Carlos was from Argentina and that he was a lawyer. 

The pandemic lockdown soon shifted the priorities of Carlos from enjoying Birgit’s pleasure to 

helping keep the families of his three adult children safe from the novel coronavirus. 

“Look me up when this is all over,” she told him. She was not yet finished with Carlos. 

Ingrid introduced Hopper to Birgit at a cocktail party at her sister’s duplex on the East 

River. It was the first stop of the “Hopper Approval Tour” that Ingrid had designed to gain the 
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approval of her boyfriend from her older sisters. The second and final stop would take place at 

a similar gathering hosted in San Francisco by Heidi.  

“My intention is to marry this man and have children with him,” she told her sisters on a 

conference call, “and I need the two of you to observe him and interrogate him to protect me 

from my blind spots.” 

“What blind spots?” Heidi asked. 

“Well, for instance, he’s very good at sex,” Ingrid answered, “and I like the way he looks 

at me after we have sex. A lot.” 

“Your flesh is weak, sis,” Birgit said, “but we’re on it.” 

Through the course of the cocktail party at Birgit’s apartment, Hopper spoke at least five 

minutes individually with the 30 people Birgit had invited to play their roles. Before they left, 

each would fill out a short questionnaire with their impressions of Hopper, who did not spill a 

drop of the two martinis he consumed, never turned down a canape when offered nor allowed 

a crumb to hit the carpet. He offered more than 100 compliments, never once excused himself, 

never laughed too loudly at a joke, and maintained his best smile without break. During his 

conversations, he learned that Birgit’s duplex had 10 rooms, including five bedrooms and four 

bathrooms, a gym, 11-foot ceilings, and a family room, all without leaving the corner of the 

living room Ingrid had assigned him with instructions to not move. 

One thing his upbringing had taught Hopper was how to behave around money. His 

parents did not start out wealthy, but they were creative people on the rise whose coterie of 

followers included titans of industry and trust-fund millionaires seeking the sheen of cool given 

off by artistic types. Additionally, a tidy percentage of the fathers of Hopper’s Stuyvesant 
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classmates were CEO’s or CFO’s or members of the boards of Fortune 500 companies. He had 

attended parties in larger and more lavish Manhattan apartments with better views. He knew 

not to be awestruck, but to offer the right kind of compliments without sounding obsequious. 

Ingrid described Birgit as possessing “Fuck You Money.” It was enough wealth, Birgit 

explained, to tell anyone in the world “fuck you” without suffering repercussions. “I would 

never use that vulgarity in polite company,” Birgit continued, “but I have used it in private with 

two heads of state, five U.S. Senators, one White House chief of staff, and three finance 

ministers of South American countries who eventually became clients.” 

However, all of Birgit’s wealth and connections could not save her from COVID-19. She 

had received the first dose of the Pfizer vaccine, but contracted the virus before her second 

shot. “I let my guard down,” she admitted to Ingrid, but she refused to disclose where and how 

she had been infected. “That’s a secret that will either be revealed in my memoirs or die with 

me.” 

Birgit did not die immediately; rather, she suffered long-haul symptoms and months of 

seclusion in Mount Sinai Hospital before succumbing. She had no visitors for the last six months 

of her life. She used Zoom to communicate with the world as long as she could. Her last 

message was to her nephews Alexis and Max. “Don’t be assholes to the girls,” she told them. 

She was cremated and her ashes were divided between Heidi and Ingrid in custom, exquisite 

urns. 

Since their sister’s passing, neither Ingrid nor Heidi had visited Birgit’s apartment, which 

they had jointly inherited. “Neither Heidi nor I want to own the apartment,” Ingrid explained to 

Hopper, “and we just can’t bring ourselves to go there.” However, before the sisters allowed a 
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broker to inspect the residence, they asked Hopper to look it over and stay the night while he 

was in New York. 

“You want me to find the porn stash and hide it before anyone finds it?” he asked them 

over a Zoom. 

“Yes, essentially, that’s it,” Ingrid responded. 

“Ingrid, you are oversimplifying things,” Heidi said. “Hopper, please take photos of 

everything. Open all the drawers and cabinets. If you find anything small and valuable or of an 

extremely personal nature, remove it from the apartment and FedEx it to Ingrid.” 

“Why do you want me to do this instead of, I don’t know, someone who is bonded and 

does this for a living?” Hopper asked. 

“We trust you,” Heidi answered. 

“Yes, Hopper, you may be a jerk,” Ingrid said, “but you are a trustworthy jerk.” 

“And why should I do you this favor?” he asked. 

“Because you love us,” Heidi said. 

“And because, deep down, we still love you, too, don’t we Heidi?” Ingrid added with a 

giggle. 

Heidi demurred. 

Dusk was settling into night as Hopper approached Birgit’s building. The doorman had 

been told to expect Hopper. He handed Hopper a key with instructions to return the key in the 

morning when he vacated the apartment. 

Hopper moved through the apartment quickly and efficiently. He calculated that he had 

enough time to complete the inspection and still make it to dinner with Charlize without 
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making her wait too long. He set his phone’s camera to video and glided through the duplex in 

about 15 minutes. He then took photos of every room. He uploaded the files to a Dropbox 

account Heidi had set up for this purpose. He then began the part of the inspection he dreaded 

most, going through the effects of a dead woman he barely knew and who he knew had 

disapproved of him. 

“Ingrid, I give you credit for finding a man who cleans up so nicely and has such 

impeccable manners,” Birgit said the day after the cocktail party. “Hopper Tilley-Blandin is a 

great resume.” 

“You mean ‘has’ a great resume,” Ingrid said. 

“I did not err in my pronouncement,” Birgit responded. “I’ve met and fucked many a 

man like your boyfriend. They coast through life, buoyed by privilege. They may work hard, but 

they don’t know the sting of rejection. They seduce you by becoming the man they think you 

want them to be. That Hopper of yours needs to learn that many of his character traits are 

actually flaws. I fear he will not recognize this about himself until the day you divorce him.” 

Heidi was enthralled by Hopper. 

“You just evaluated his earnings potential, Heidi,” Birgit had remarked. “Typical venture 

capitalist.” 

Ingrid lied to Hopper about what Birgit had told her. Only after they were married did 

she hint at Birgit’s true assessment. Hopper shrugged off the reassessment; it was the past. 

Hopper methodically moved from room to room, opening drawers, cabinets, and boxes. 

He was not worried about the silver or even the jewelry. He bypassed her impressive collection 

of vibrators and the section in her personal library devoted to erotic literature. He opened the 
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safe in her home office using the combination Heidi had provided. He discovered a (presumably 

illegal) Glock 42 pistol and two clips of ammunition, her will, her DNR order, $100,000 in cash, a 

ring of keys, and a list of all her passwords, including to her Bitcoin wallet. He locked the safe 

with its contents intact, save for the keys. Their attorney could empty the safe. Ingrid and Heidi 

would want the keys as soon as possible. 

One of the keys opened a locked drawer in Birgit’s office desk, where he discovered a 

cache of letters still in their original envelopes and a slim volume of Stephen’s poetry. He had 

inscribed it: “To Birgit, my favorite rapacious vixen. Love, Your Stephen.” As he flipped through 

the pages, he noticed that Stephen had annotated several of the poems with personal 

references to Birgit. 

After opening the letters, Birgit had returned them to their envelopes and used wax 

with her personal seal to close them. They were letters that Ingrid and Heidi had sent to their 

sister when they were younger. Personal letters. Letters filled with secrets. Letters filled with 

thoughts and facts that only sisters could share with each other. As Hopper sorted through the 

envelopes, he noticed one that Ingrid had sent to Birgit days after the cocktail party. He 

wondered how Ingrid had responded in writing to Birgit’s assessment of him. If he broke the 

seal, he would be violating Ingrid’s trust. She might never know, but she would suspect. He left 

it unmolested. 

Hopper took the keys and the letters and sealed them in a shipping box he had picked 

up from a Federal Express store a few blocks away. He did not include the book of poetry; 

rather, he laid it on the nightstand of the guest bedroom he had chosen for himself. 

“Don’t you dare sleep in Birgit’s bed,” Ingrid had warned him. 
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“Do you think I’m a ghoul?” Hopper had retorted. 

“Divorce can do strange things to a man,” Ingrid said. 

If he did not tarry dropping off the box and its contents at the store, he would make it to 

dinner with Charlize on time. 
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Chapter 20 

All Parents Damage Their Kids 

 

June 16, 2022 – Charlize Theron arrived 10 minutes after Hopper. Evening had slid into night. 

She sauntered into the restaurant wearing Warby Parker sunglasses, ripped jeans, a Los Angeles 

Dodgers baseball cap, a plain black face mask, and a white, fraying t-shirt featuring an image of 

Nelson Mandela. She was carrying a tote bag from Farmer’s Market, which proclaimed “Meet 

Me at Third & Fairfax.” It contained clean underwear, pajamas, and a toiletries case. 

She looked around, noting three middle-aged white men at a table across the room. 

They were engaged in a heated discussion about rugby. She walked to the table where Hopper 

sat and took off her sunglasses, the mask, and the cap. 

“Thank you for meeting me,” she said, holding out her hand. 

“Are you actually offering me a fucking handshake?” Hopper asked. 

She laughed. “Do you actually want me to stick my tongue down your fucking throat?” 

she responded, using his same tone. 

“Well…” 

“No, Hopper. Just no,” she said. “That was then. This is now. Move on.” 

“Move on?” 

“Yes. It’s what people do.” 

Switching from English to Afrikaans, Charlize ordered a bottle of Stellenbosch Pinotage. 

She turned back to Hopper and asked, “How’s your mother? I look forward to me and 

her getting to know each other.” 
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It rankled Hopper when he heard people say, “me and her.” He was prickly with 

grammar. Hopper believed that Charlize was just choosing to push one of his buttons. She knew 

that he was not above correcting people by reminding them that the Queen’s English – 

hammered into him by Mr. Sullivan as a high school sophomore — demanded use of “she and 

I.” 

Hopper smiled at her remark, refusing to rise to the ostensible bait dangling in front of 

him and choosing instead to focus on the subject matter, namely, his mother. 

“As long as you make it self-evident that she stands to profit as least as much as you 

from your character,” he answered, “my mother will be an excellent tutor.” 

Hopper and Charlize were dining in a nearly deserted restaurant called the Kaia Wine 

Bar on Third Avenue in the low 90’s. “Kaia is South African, and I want something from home,” 

she had told him on the phone. “Wildevark, Dukka Hoender, Viskoekie, Beduiwelde Eiers, 

Gebakte Suurlemoene, Eend Vlerkies. Do you like oysters?” 

“I was raised in New York,” he responded. 

“Then you’ll love the oysters,” she said. 

A few minutes after serving the Pinotage, their waiter returned and took their order in 

Afrikaans. Hopper was pretty sure Charlize did not order the oysters for him. 

“Who are these people who just move on?” he asked after the waiter returned to the 

kitchen. He checked on the other diners. They were still arguing about rugby, ignoring the 

movie star and the author in the room. Hopper could tell that it was going to be one of those 

dinners filled with long periods of ruminative silence punctuated by intense exchanges. 

“In this case, those people are going to be us,” she answered him. “As in, there is no us.” 

https://www.kaiawinebar.com/
https://www.kaiawinebar.com/
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Hopper shook his head. “Is it something I said or did?” he asked plaintively. 

“If I told you, Hopper,” she said, pausing for just a moment to make sure she could make 

eye contact with him, “you would just try to fix it. Like a lot of men, you view interactions with 

women as if we posed an engineering challenge. Whatever you would try to do to bring us back 

together would only make things worse.” 

Hopper hung his head, then looked up and asked, “So why were you so insistent on 

seeing me?” 

“I guess,” Charlize began, “that you didn’t listen to me when I said that I wanted to 

discuss your mother for my portrayal of her in the movie.” 

“Oh, I heard those words come out of your mouth,” he said. “I just didn’t believe you.” 

Charlize sighed and swallowed half the wine in her glass. She looked up at the ceiling 

and then asked, without making eye contact, “So, how’s Ingrid?” 

“That’s cheap,” he said. 

At first, Charlize said nothing. She tilted her head and just looked at him like a police 

interrogator. Then, in a measured tone, she finally responded, “Ingrid is your favorite topic of 

discussion. Admit it, I was just a distraction. There, I said it. Don’t make me sorry that I said it.” 

Hoper winced and sat back in his chair. He felt like she had just looked inside him and 

found all his secrets. About five minutes passed in silence. 

Hopper broke the silence. “Fine,” he said. “My editor wants my next book to examine 

my relationship with Ingrid under the rubric of what I call the ‘non-marriage marriage.’” 
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Their waiter began to bring out dishes filled with food unfamiliar to Hopper. Charlize 

nearly squealed with delight and said, “You are not leaving this restaurant alive unless you try 

everything. Also, please explain to me this non-marriage marriage thing.” 

Charlize began to dole out portions of a half dozen dishes. She looked like a child at her 

own birthday party. Hopper was amazed at how well she was able to compartmentalize her 

emotions, moving so quickly from vulnerable to relentlessly cheerful and inquisitive. 

“The non-marriage marriage,” Hopper began, “is the kind of relationship you have with 

the woman who divorced you and then talks you into impregnating her again so that she can 

have a daughter.” 

“Of course,” Charlize said. “I fear you will never get out from underneath Ingrid’s 

thumb.” 

Hopper sighed and finished his glass of wine. Their waiter poured more into both 

glasses. Charlize ordered another bottle. 

“My editor promised me that this book would be a huge bestseller,” Hopper said. “All I 

have to do is convince Ingrid to go along with it.” 

“That should be easy enough.” 

“Why should it be easy?” 

“Let me explain to you how these things work,” Charlize said. “Your ex-wife just opened 

a restaurant.” 

“How do you know that?” 

“I’m an investor, just like you,” she answered. 

“Christ,” he sighed. He had not know that Charlize was an investor, too. 
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“Look, Ingrid’s restaurant needs all the publicity she can get. Even the rumor that she 

will be a major character in your next book will get people in Chicago talking and interested in 

dining at…I forget, what’s the name of her restaurant again?” 

“Duck Duck Gray Duck.” 

“What does that even mean?” 

“It’s a Minnesota thing,” Hopper answered. “She’s from Minnesota and it’s a 

Minnesota-themed restaurant.” 

“You Americans!” Charlize laughed. “With your themes and all.” 

“How do you not know this, if you are an investor?” 

“I invested in Ingrid,” she said. “The details are unimportant to me. Ingrid is 

indefatigable.” 

“You women,” Hopper tried to whisper to himself. 

“Ingrid will give her consent,” she said. “She might need this as much as you. All you 

have to do is ask her. Directly. No bobbing and weaving. Do not leave her wondering about your 

intent and meaning. You may be a jerk in her eyes, but she will trust you not to drag her 

through the mud.” 

“OK,” he said. “We can talk about my mother now.” 

The other three patrons got up to leave. Hopper noticed their waiter tapping his foot. 

He checked the time, motioned for the check, and said, “They’re closing.” 

“We can have that conversation about your mother at Birgit’s apartment,” Charlize said. 

“Huh?” 

“Silly man. Did Ingrid not tell you that I was also staying in Birgit’s apartment tonight?” 
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He signed the credit card receipt. Let’s see how this plays out, he told himself. 

Charlize put her sunglasses and Dodgers cap back on, handed her Farmer’s Market tote 

bag to Hopper, and put her arm through his. “How are your children?” she asked. 

They strolled leisurely to Birgit’s apartment and talked about their children. Perhaps for 

the first time today, Hopper relaxed. He admired the lengths to which Charlize went to protect 

her children from all the ways that parents encourage and feed their children’s paranoia and 

neuroses. He talked about how his kids formed a kind of shield for him against the world that 

always wanted something from him that he could not give. He talked about how much he 

admired Ingrid as a mother. He talked about wanting his children to have the opportunity to do 

what they wanted as self-sufficient adults. 

“Let’s not kid ourselves, dad. All parents damage their kids,” she said. “I just want to 

keep that damage to a minimum.” 

They settled onto the sofa in Birgit’s living room with the view over the East River. The 

one time he had visited this apartment, he had paused at that window for a minute and 

reflected on the advantages of wealth. Does all the money in the world just get you a better 

view? he had asked himself 

“I’ve read your book three times,” Charlize said once they got settled. She rested her 

forearm on Hopper’s shoulder. “I just have one question for you about your mother.” 

“Continue.” 

“Do you love your mother?” 

Hopper paused to look out the window into the night. 

“My feelings toward my mother are complicated,” he said. 
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Charlize smiled at him and said, “Towards.” 

“Actually, both usages of the word are considered correct,” he said. “It’s just that we 

lean toward ‘toward’ in North America.” 

“Well, as my mother says, ‘You learn something new every day.’” 

“My mother says the same thing,” he laughed. “She is ambitious, and I do not hold 

ambition against anyone. I can respect it.” 

“What else?” Charlize was now playing with his earlobe. 

“She is a creative supernova,” Hopper said. “Her ideas are never stale. Her ideas are 

always worth discussion. As a content provider, she is neither lazy nor has she ever jumped the 

shark.” 

“So far, you’re describing two-thirds of the women in my life,” she said. She started to 

flirt with his hair. Hopper did not react. 

“Well, she’s a mother. You will learn this in time, but every son fears his mother,” he 

said. “A father might beat the shit out of his son, but his mother can inflict wounds that will 

never heal. As a rule, I do not cross my mother. She is not warm and cozy.” 

“You have your own life and your own family, but you still allow your mother in.” 

“I have always and will always gravitate towards my mother,” he said. “Maybe it’s 

because we share a lot in common. Maybe it’s her life force. It certainly is not because I yearn 

to celebrate holidays or sentimental life events with her. But I cannot get away from my 

mother. I guess that I still want her approval. I want to be part of her life. I want to be 

important to my mother.” 

“That’s just what I needed to know, Hopper,” she said. “Thank you.” 
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Charlize leaned over towards Hopper, took his face into her hands, and gently kissed 

him. 
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Chapter 21 

Dead Artists Roll Over in Their Graves 

 

June 17, 2022 – Hopper rolled over in a strange bed in a very well-appointed guest room in the 

early morning and let his gaze fall upon a notecard with feminine handwriting on it that had 

been placed upright against a lamp on the nightstand: 

Hopper, 
 
In my experience, you are a singular dinner companion. I’m changing phone numbers. If 
you feel the need to reach me, let Ingrid know. 
 
Love, 
Charlize 
 

Hopper got out of the bed and went in search of the guest room where Charlize had 

spent the night. She was gone, had stripped the bed, and left no other evidence of her 

presence. All he had was a handwritten note, a memory of a single, almost chaste kiss, and her 

announcement about seven hours earlier that she was going to bed. “I have to meet Heidi’s 

plane at Teterboro before 6 a.m. if I am going to make my first meeting tomorrow with Reese 

Witherspoon’s people in Los Angeles,” were her last words to him. 

He wondered if the whole evening had just been a stylish, byzantine transaction 

designed to elicit from him an honest answer to one question about his mother. Love, 

Charlize? he wondered. 

His sister Olympia texted him asking him to call her. 
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“Thanks for the warning text,” he said when she answered her phone. “What is it, like 4 

a.m. there?” 

“Yep! Not gone to bed yet. I’m still too excited being around vaccinated people.” 

“How’d it go?” he asked. 

“Here’s how it went in a nutshell,” she answered. “Choe Sevigny herself was at one of 

the parties. She walked right up to me and said, ‘I was told that you are the Chloe Sevigny of 

your generation.’ She grabbed a couple of circulating flutes of champagne, loudly got 

everyone’s attention, and offered a toast to me. ‘To Olympia Tilley-Blandin,’ she shouted, ‘who, 

with this film, is well on her way to fulfilling all her star potential.’ I could have died right then 

and there and been satisfied with the short life I’ve lived.” 

“Congratulations, sis,” Hopper responded. This was one of those situations, like a 

funeral, where whatever you say will be inadequate. He defaulted to a heartfelt, simple choice 

of words that could never come back to haunt him. Fearful that she was about to return to her 

reverie and end the call once she had delivered her big news, he shoehorned in an inquiry 

about their mother. 

“Our mother? Yes, of course, our mother,” she said. Clearly, Olympia was searching her 

alcohol-drenched memory for the right answer. “So, our mother showed up on the red carpet 

on Edward Norton’s arm. She looked great. He looked great, too. There should be photos on 

the Interwebs. Oh, and she was nice to me! She acted like a real mother, or at least how I 

imagine a real mother would act. Oh, also, she took your advice.” 

“What advice?” 
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“Oh, to buy two houses here,” Olympia replied. “We’re meeting a couple of realtors 

next week. She going to look in Malibu and Brentwood. A ‘beach home’ and a ‘city home,’ she 

calls them. Oh, she and I are going to be roommates!” 

“That should be…fun?” Hopper said. 

“You know, I probably shouldn’t say this,” she began, “but without you around, she’s 

almost human. She seems to turn into that competitive bitch only when you’re around.” 

“But…” Hopper began with a retort. Then he realized that he had just received a 

compliment. 

“OK, then,” he said. “Congratulations, again. Just let me know what you want done with 

the stuff from Westbeth that I put into storage yesterday.” 

“Hopper?” 

“Yes, Olympia?” 

“I love you,” she said. 

“I love you, too, sis,” he replied. 

The call ended. The last time Olympia had told Hopper that she loved him was during a 

toast at the reception for his and Ingrid’s wedding. 

Hopper stripped his bed. Ingrid had told him that the realtor would hire a cleaning 

service after his mission was completed. “Just put the bed linens in the hamper in the laundry 

room,” she instructed, “and try to be a gentleman in the bathroom.” 

After he showered and dressed, he did one more sweep through Birgit’s apartment to 

be assured of its order. He took the elevator to the lobby, handed the doorman the key, and 

began to walk to the Midnight Express Diner, where he planned to eat breakfast alone with his 

https://midnightexpressdiner.com/
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thoughts. He would then take an Uber to Friends Quaker Cemetery in Prospect Park in 

Brooklyn, where his father was buried. Neither his mother nor his sisters had visited the 

gravesite. 

He ordered an egg-white omelet and a chocolate milkshake. He looked out the window 

and spotted Katey walking a golden retriever on the deserted street. She did not see him seated 

in the diner. He added a reminder in his Outlook calendar to download the manuscript of 

Katey’s book she had emailed him and which he had promised to blurb. He would begin reading 

it on the flight back to Chicago later today. He then received a text message from Ingrid: “Can 

you talk?” 

Hopper punched Ingrid’s number into his phone. 

“Good morning!” she answered, a bit too brightly for the hour. 

“You’re up early, aren’t you?” 

“Yes, Captain Obvious,” she said, faking exasperation. “You do remember that we have a 

very young daughter whose mission in life is to wake mommy up as the sun rises, don’t you? Or 

does she sleep in when she’s with you?” 

“No comment.” 

“I just wanted to tell you how it went last night with the restaurant opening.” 

“Continue.” 

“To recap, everything that could go wrong did go wrong,” she said. “The health 

department refused to sign off on the inspection because the toilets wouldn’t flush and there 

was mouse poop in the kitchen. The dishwasher didn’t work. The purveyor didn’t deliver half 

https://nycemetery.wordpress.com/2020/02/14/friends-cemetery-prospect-park/
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the ingredients we ordered. Two of my staff quit. The explosion turned out to be nothing, but I 

was in full melt down mode.” 

The waiter brought Hopper’s milkshake. He inserted the straw, took a sip, and said, “I 

cannot imagine you melting down. You are indefatigable.” 

“Thanks,” she said. “So, I called the plumber and the electrician. They arrived and fixed 

the toilets and the dishwasher. The exterminator did what was necessary about the mice. Then 

the health inspector signed off. The sous chef and waiter who had quit came back. The kitchen 

staff got creative with the menu. Living, breathing customers walked in the door. They ate and 

paid. Half of them told us about wrong information on our website. I called the vendor with a 

list of the mistakes, and they fixed them. We did a little bit of business on our opening. The Yelp 

reviews have been kind.” 

“Congratulations,” Hopper said. 

“We’re going to need more business,” Ingrid replied, sounding grim. 

“So, I wanted to talk about that,” he said. “I mean, kind of.” 

“Continue,” Ingrid said. 

“My editor wants me to write a sure-fire bestseller,” he said. “Charlize thinks it will help 

you.” 

“Charlize,” Ingrid said, letting the last syllable dangle on her tongue. “I trust you 

behaved yourself with her last night.” 

“Perfect gentleman,” he said. “Thanks for the warning. Not.” 

Ingrid snorted. “So, what do your editor and, um, ex-girlfriend think about your next 

blockbuster?” 
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“Lola wants me to write a book about us.” 

“Us?” 

“You and me,” Hopper said. “It’s about the non-marriage marriage thing.” 

“Oh, yeah,” she said. “That’s the term you coined to explain why our third child was 

conceived.” 

“Lola is pushing very hard on this subject,” he said. “I need a book that will be 

successful.” 

“And what does our dear Charlize think?” 

“Charlize – who told me she is also one of your investors — thinks you could use free 

publicity from the book about us for the restaurant.” 

“Hmmmm.” 

“I can’t pursue this subject without your cooperation.” 

“OK.” 

“OK, as in, you understand the concept or, OK, as in, you will cooperate?” he asked. 

“Both.” 

“That…went…pretty easily.” 

“Honey why do you always make me explain things to you?” Ingrid asked. “You have 

probably spun this conversation through your head dozens of times already, creating reasons 

and rationalizations. Given the opportunity, you would have designed a PowerPoint with pros 

and cons. I understand that you are not asking this of me lightly.” 

“That’s all true, even the PowerPoint.” 

“I have to trust that you would not intentionally do anything to hurt me or our children.” 
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“Do you trust me?” 

“Jesus, I just let you go through my dead sister’s underwear drawer, so, yes, I trust you.” 

“Thank you,” he said. He started to say something else, but it was something he 

promised himself that he would never say again to Ingrid. 

So, yes,” Ingrid responded. “I give my consent. My lawyer will be in touch regarding my 

share of the proceeds.” 

“OK.” 

“OK, as in, you understand what I just said or, OK, as in, you will be expecting a call from 

my lawyer.” 

“Both.” 

“It’s been a pleasure doing business with you, dear,” Ingrid said, once again sounding a 

bit too bright for this early in the morning, Chicago time. “Gotta get up and get back to the salt 

mines.” 

“Goodbye,” he said. “Ingrid?” 

“Yes?” 

“Congratulations on surviving your first day as a restauranteur,” he said. “And thanks for 

everything.” 

“What’s an ex-wife for?” she laughed. 

Hopper finished his omelet, requested an Uber, paid for his breakfast, and waited on 

the street for the car to arrive. As he got into the back of a Mercedes A-Class sedan driven by an 

Uber driver named Vincent, he saw a man and a woman jogging together on the sidewalk 

toward him. It was Chasen (aka Blazes) and, gasp, Dilly? Hadn’t they broken up just yesterday? 
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They spotted him getting into the car as he was putting on his face mask with a pug on it. Both 

waved at Hopper but kept jogging and continue with their own conversation. Dilly was 

laughing. Hopper decided that he would not mention to Olympia that he had spotted Dilly with 

Chasen. That would go for Silver, too. 

 As the car pulled away from the curb, Hopper made plans to inform Lola about plans for 

the book, return emails, and check Twitter to make sure the world had not blown up overnight. 

However, immediately after he texted Lola, he received a message from Silver: “Wanna hear 

about my three dates last night?” 

Before he could respond to Silver, Lola sent him a text with an eggplant emoji and a 

peach emoji. Hopper did not know what that meant, but at least he had a record of a response 

from his editor. He called Silver. 

“Please don’t tell me that you and Lenny hooked up,” he said. Silver had gone on three 

dates in one night as part of Date Lab gimmick for the Washington Post. Part of the gimmick is 

that Silver ran the Date Lab. 

“No, but Lenny was really sweet,” she said. “Over drinks, he apologized and everything 

for what went on back in Oregon. His music career is taking off and he confessed that he has a 

girlfriend. He just used the Date Lab as a platform to get all his guilt off his chest. Apparently, he 

has become an important donor and volunteer for one of the women’s centers in Portland.” 

“Are you trying to tell me that Lenny the scumbag has changed?” Hopper asked. 

“Yes?” 

“Men don’t change,” he said. “He showed you his real self back when you were in 

college. Last night, he showed you the thin veneer of civilization that he has wrapped around 
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himself as a public relations tool. I feel bad that his girlfriend is going to learn a lesson about 

Lenny the hard way.” 

“I’m sorry you feel that way.” 

“But, on the bright side,” Hopper said, “you don’t have to see him again and there were 

two other men, non?” 

“Yes, very nice men,” she answered. “Very nice, very handsome, very conventional in a 

Washington DC kind of way, very gentlemanly—” 

“Very boring,” Hopper interrupted. “Am I right?” 

“Well, they both had their charms,” she said. “At least I could envision what the future 

with either of them would be like. Over an entrée, I learned that Carey is a lobbyist for an 

environmental protection group. His hobby is nature photography, and he likes kayaking. Over 

dessert, I learned that Johnny is a wealth advisor for Morgan Stanley. He loves Dave Matthews 

and runs marathons. One’s got the big law degree, the other has the big MBA. Both are going to 

be highly successful. While they talked, I started to plan the photo layouts for the feature 

articles about them in the Washington Post Magazine.” 

“So, they’re just like Louis?” he asked. 

“Yeah, just like Louis,” Silver replied, referring to her ex-fiancé, Louis Guidry. Getting 

married to him – or Carey or Johnny – would have entailed Silver amending her own ambitions. 

That arrow simply was not to be found in her quiver. 

Vincent exited the Prospect Expressway at 10th Avenue to approach the park. He 

stopped at a traffic light. Hopper looked out the window and saw Maggy in the back seat of an 

identical Mercedes A-Class sedan. She looked to be typing on a laptop. Hopper had lost track of 
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her over the years. He made himself another note in Outlook to contact Dilly and ask about 

Maggy (and to ask Dilly WTF about dating Chasen). 

He returned to his conversation with Silver. “Well, look at the bright side,” he said. “At 

least you should get a good write-up and extra traffic to your website.” 

“It’s all about the hits,” she said. 

“Do you mean the website or the men?” 

“At this point, does the distinction matter?” 

“That seems rather nihilistic, even coming from you.” 

“Look, big brother, don’t force me to surrender my childhood dream of believing in 

nothing as an adult,” she said. She laughed as she said it. Hopper loved Silver’s laughter as 

much as that of his children. He smiled in the back seat of Vincent’s sedan. 

“I’m going to visit our father’s grave today,” Hopper announced. 

“Why?” Silver asked. 

“I don’t know,” he replied. “At least not yet. Something is compelling me.” 

“Are you getting sentimental?” she asked. “I have heard that men get sentimental as 

they get older.” 

Vincent turned the sedan into Prospect Park. 

“I’m at the cemetery,” Hopper told Silver. “I will let you know if I figure it out.” 

A minute later, Hopper got out of the sedan on Center Drive across from the leafy 

entrance to the cemetery. It looked like a forest from a German fairy tale. He spotted an older 

white man lingering near the entrance. He hoped it was Benjamin [not his real name], a 

member of the cemetery committee who had been contacted by his mother’s agent Molly’s 
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son-in-law’s boss’ wife and who had agreed to guide Hopper to his father’s grave as a favor that 

would be repaid to the committee – somehow, magically, thought Hopper – by Michelle 

Obama. His mother told him that Molly’s vendetta against her son had been cancelled. She only 

offered that it involved Olympia. Another of Olympia’s secrets. 

Hopper began to cross the street, but he failed to look both ways. He was sideswiped by 

a woman riding an electric bicycle.  He stumbled but remained upright. She kept her balance 

and stopped. “Are you OK?” she asked. It was Boody. “I’m fine,” he answered. She began 

pedaling again before he could say another word and was out of his sight within seconds. 

Boody had not recognized him, even though he had taken off his face mask as soon as he exited 

Vincent’s sedan. 

Before he had time to reflect on Boody’s snub, Hopper turned his attention back to 

Benjamin. They bumped elbows in greeting. “You know, your father was buried here despite 

significant opposition within the committee,” he told Hopper. “He was most decidedly not a 

Quaker.” 

Hopper thought the man threw off a Pete Seeger vibe, friendly and wise, but also in 

possession of dangerous knowledge. 

“I must confess that I don’t know anything about the arrangements,” Hopper said. “My 

mother handled everything.” 

“When the discussions with her were still civil, she offered a handsome financial 

contribution,” Benjamin said. “When the committee declined her offer, things got ugly.” 

“I can only imagine, knowing my mother.” 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pete_Seeger
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“Can you? Really?” Benjamin asked. “Your mother has quite an imagination. She 

threatened to unleash every sin against political correctness upon us and this hallowed ground. 

And we believed her.” 

“Please, you must tell me which of her maniacal schemes got you to change your 

minds.” 

“None of them, actually,” he answered. “In the end, we were moved by the devotion 

your mother displayed for your father. She was going to rain down hellfire upon us to the end 

of her days to fulfill her ex-husband’s wishes. It was quite moving. In our last meeting to discuss 

this issue, everyone cried.” 

“At least tell me that you accepted the money.” 

“Quakers may be many things, but we are not fools,” he answered. “Lots of deferred 

maintenance needs here will be addressed.” 

They arrived at the grave of Hopper’s father. Benjamin absented himself after Hopper 

assured him that he could find his way back to the park entrance. The gravestone was a 

handsome granite; carved into it in Times New Roman were his father’s name, the dates of his 

birth and death, and the epitaph that his father had requested: “Dead artists roll over in their 

graves.” Hopper breathed a sigh of relief, knowing that he could report to his mother and 

sisters that all the dates and spellings were correct, and that the gravesite had not yet been 

desecrated by any of his fans. 

He noticed a man leaning against a tree about a hundred feet away. It was Stephen. 

“I never thought you would be the first in your family to visit here,” he told Hopper as 

he approached the gravesite. 
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“Why is that?” 

“Because you’re a heartless and unsentimental bastard, that’s why,” Stephen said. “At 

least that’s what I thought while I was still alive.” 

“Tell me something that I haven’t already heard,” Hopper replied. 

“Do you have love in your heart?” 

“In the world of the living, who doesn’t?” Hopper responded. “Even terrorists love their 

children.” 

“Who do you love? Honestly.” 

“I love my children.” 

“That doesn’t count,” Stephen said. “They haven’t been given the chance to disappoint 

you yet. What about your sisters and your mother?” 

“Isn’t that too easy?” 

“No, actually it’s very hard to love your siblings and parents,” he said. “They have had 

years and years to convince you to hate yourself. What about Ingrid? What about Charlize?” 

“Am I supposed to love the women who have scorned me?” 

“Love is love,” Stephen answered. “It’s not a prize or a gift or something earned. It’s just 

there, whether you want it or not.” 

“So, maybe because I have love…I’m not so heartless after all?” 

“Oh, you have just started to scratch the surface,” Stephen said. “There’s nothing you 

wouldn’t do for all the women in your life, but what would you do for the men?” 

“Men?” 

“Huey. Lola. Blazes. Louis. Haines. Leo. Buck. Dr. Dixon. Simon. Your father. Me.” 
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“What about them?” 

“What ounce of kindness or generosity have you ever offered to any of them?” 

“I’m listening to you, aren’t I?” Hopper answered, turning to face his father’s grave. 

You’re dead, Stephen! Huey is dead. My father is dead! And I am here. I showed up.” 

“Imagine what you could accomplish with the living,” Stephen replied. “Goodbye, 

Hopper.” 

Hopper turned back to face Stephen. The poet had vanished. Hopper took a photo of 

the gravestone and texted it to his mother and sisters with the note: “All appears to be in 

order.” 

 

THE END 

 


